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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
FEBRUARY 18, 1895-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. COCKRELL, from the Joint Commission of Congress to Inquire into the Status of 
Laws Orgauizing the Executive Departments, submitted the following 
REPORT: 
The Joint Commission of Congress to Inquire into the Status of Laws Organizing 
the Executive Departments, etc., addresserl a communication to the head of each of 
the Executive Depart ,nents and other esta,bfo;hments of the Government situated in 




HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. C., Jan-uary 24, 1895. 
Srn: I have the honor to request that you will, for the information of the Joint Commission of Con-
gress to Inqn-ire into Laws Organizing the Executive Departments, etc., send me at your earliest con-
venience a statement as to the condition of the business of the , showing whether any part 
of the same is in arrears; if so, in what offices or bureaus of the such arrears exist, the ext.ent 
thereof, a,nd the reasons therefor. 
Very respectfully, ALEX. M. DOCKERY, 
Chairrnan, Joint Cornmission, etc. 
In response to this request replies have been received from the various Depart-
men ts and independent establishments of the Government, which, for the information 
of Congress, are submitted as an appendix herewith, together with the following synopsis 
thereof: 
State Department: 19 bureaus; work practically up to date. 
War Department: 13 bureaus, 80 divisions; work up to date with the exception of 
one division in the office of the ,Judge-Advocate-General and the Property Division of 
the office of the Chief of Ordnance. 
Treasury Department: 23 bureaus, 121 divisions, of which 19 are in arrears, as fol-
lows: 
Secretary's Office, division of customs, division of stationery, printing, and blanks, 
g,nd chief clerk and superintendent's office. 
Secret Service Division (work relating to custody ofcontraband property in arrears). 
Bureau of the Mint. (Bullion accounts of mint.sand assay office in arrears "some 
months.") 
Office of Supervising Architect, engraving and drafting division in arrears. 
Auditor for the War Department, military division. (Delay caused by moving files 
and inexperience of new clerks.) Pay and bounty division. (About eighteen months 
in arrears; same condition for past ten years.) 
Auditor for the Interior Department, Indian division. (This work has been very 
much in arrears for a number of years, yet has of late, however, been brougllt up to a 
much closer date. The transfer ofthe accounts from a division of the Second Auditor's 
office to the Auditor for the Interior Department has made no perceptible addition to 
the arrearage. The Indian service has been increasing without any increase in the 
2 CONDITION OF BUSlNESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
1 rical force to do the accounting work; still, the Auditor says in his report that '' the 
•ondition of the work in the Indian division is improving daily. and I hope by the end 
of tbi calenrlar year to have the work practically up to date.") _ 
Auditor for the Post-Office Department, money order section, 3 divisions, are ID 
arrear , partly on account of the congested condition that resulted from the very_ large 
increa~ e in bu •iness by reason of the increased number of money-order offices without 
any increa e in the force, ~nd on ·account of the fact that the work had in pre:ious 
year been very much in arrears. The office has been given additional clerks, rehev~d 
from other branches by reason of recent changes in the system at the instance of this 
Commission, where a less number of clerks would suffice, to bring up the back work, 
and the reduction in the arrearage gives l'eason to believe that it will, within a reason-
able time, be overcome. Legislation was enacted during the last session which pro-
vided for the disposal of old money orders more than 10 years old, which has tended to 
relieve the :files of and the work incident to assorting the money orders. 
Treasurer's office, division of accounts. 
Office Oommissioner of Internal Revenue, 3 divisions in arrears. 
Post-Office Department: 5 bureaus and 23 divisions, none of which are in arrears. 
The business of the Post-Office Department shows that although during the last two 
years there bas been a very material increase in the business of the Department, caused 
by the establishment of new post-offices and new money-order offices, etc., yet by a 
careful business management the work has been brought up to date without an increase 
of clerical force. 
Department of Justice: 2 bureaus and 1 division, which is in arrears on account of 
the work of examining accouuts of marshals, clerks, etc., required by the legislation 
affecting the accounting system of the Treasury Department. The .Attorney-General's 
office, through a mjstake as to the number of cl<>rks required upon this work, e~timated 
for 10 less than they should have had. The add:tional clerks therefor have since been 
appropriated for and the work is very rapidly being brought up, and will, in a very 
short time, be up to date. 
Department of the Navy: 15 b~reaus, 3 of which are in arrears. 
Department of the Interior: 10 bureaus, 114 divisions, of which 22 are in arrears, 
as follows: 
Secretary's Office, division of appointments, division of lands and railroads, division 
of patents and miscellaneous; Board of Pension Appeals, First Division. 
Office of the Assistant Attorney-General. (The arrears are about one year. Not-
withstanding an increase in the number of cases filed for action in this ·office, there is 
reported to be fewer cases on hand for action now than there was two years ago. By 
the 4th of March, 1897, it is expected that the division will report that jt is in no degree 
in arrears with its work.) 
General Land Office, 11 divisions. The character of the work in arrears is shown 
under each. · 
The necessity for transcribing press-copy books to permanent records is questioned; 
for a cursory inspection of these books discloses the fact that they are generally legible 
and in very good condition. But assuming that it is necessary that they should be 
transcribed, the work should be done with typewriter machines, simply copying the 
matter on letter sheets to be bound in volumes for preservation. The Department esti-
mates that it would require 80 copyists two and one-half years to do this work.- The Com-
mi ion submit that, at a very low estimate, the average rate of speed for typewriting 
would be, say, 25 word a minute; and assuming that there are 150 words per page in the 
letter book reported upon, working 6 hours a day and 250 days a year, it would require 
the services of 57 clerks oue year, being but little over a quarter of what is stated by the 
Commissioner »f the General Land Office to be necessary to bring up the work. 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 3 
Office of Indian Affairs, 4 divisions in arrears. The accounts division bas brought 
up its work so as to be within the requirements of the act of July 31, 1894, affecting 
the accounting system in the Treasury Department. 
Bureau of Pensions, 1 division, that of special examination, beiny more than onr 
year in arrears. 
Department of Agriciilture: 23 bureaus, 34 divisions, 9 of which fft'"~ in arrears; 
being tl.Je division of botany,,division of economic ornithology and mammalorv, division 
of pomology, division of chemistry, divisiou of records and editing; Weather :Bureau; 
4 divisions. · 
It is reported that the arrears in this Department are not to any appreciable extent. 
certain Retails only of the work being a few weeks behind, and that in nearly everJ 
instance the remedy to overcome the arreantge bas been already applied, and that the 
work will be fully kept up to date in the future. 
Departnient of Labor: Up to date. 
United States Civil Service Comrnission: Is slightly in arrears, principal1y Oll 
account of the large recent increase in the employees in the classified service. 
United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries: 3 bureaus and 9 divisions, up to 
date. 
Interstate Commerce Commission: Up to date. 
Government Printing Office: 27 divisions, one of which, the Bindery, is in arrears on 
account of the working space being inadequate. 
Government of the District of Columbia: 21 bureaus and 24 divisions, 4 of which are 
slightly in arrears, namely, in the executive office, inspector of buildinp:s and property 
clerk, engineer's office, water department, distribution branch, and water department, 
revenue inspection branch. 
National Museum: 1 bureau and 4 divisions, one of which, the scientific staff, is iu 
arrears. 
Library of Congress: Up to date. 
Astrophysical Observatory: Up to date. 
Burectu of Ethnology: Up to date. 
Bureau of Interna'lional Exchanges: Up to date. , 
Zoological Park: Up to date. 
Some of the Government establishments named at the end of the report, beginning 
with the Library of Congress, were not called upon for reports, as it was assumed tllat 
their work, from its nature, was up to date. 
StatuB of work in bureauB and dii,iBionB of the variouB-Execntive Depa1·trne.ntB at WaBhington. 
STATE DEPARTMENT. 
Work practically up to date. 
Bureaus. Divisions. Arrears. 












4 CONDITION OF BUSINESS lN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
Status of work in bureaus and divisions of the various Executive Departments at Washington-Continued. 
WAR DEPARTMENT. 
Bureaus. Divisions. Arrears. 
Offitlll1itl~iJI:! :::::; iii ;:!/ii!! iiJ !iii:: !iii:•: i1!;; /ii i 11: ;ii:; i :•; 1: i :•:ii;;:: = 1 ·;• •;; ·:: ::::: 
Orders division ........................................ .. ..... . ·.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
fil.~ti~i!l~~~~'.;~~tt?~t??: •:;;:::::•::••:::::::::•::::::::: :::;:::••:••:•;. l 
Total........................................................ . ..... .. . .. ...... .. ..... ... 1 13 
Office of the Inspector-General................................... ............................ 1 ........... . 
:~~~~i~f1fi?.~~~ ::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::: ::: : ::::::::: ::: :: :: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::: f ......... . 
Reports division.......................................................................... . . . . . . . . . . 1 .... ..... . 
--------.---
Total ....•........•.............•••.......... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 I u .. .. ..... . 
Office of the .Judge-Advocate-General (in arrears "consequent upon the assignment thereto ---, I 
during the past few years of new kinds of l>mdness and an increasing vofome of the old 
lines of business during the same period;" require 1 clerk four years to bring up arrearsj.. 1 / ........... . 
Office of the Quartermaster-General............................... ........................ .. 1 ................ . .... . 
Cliief clerk's office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 
1! inance branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _..... 1 
~~~~~r:i:{~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ 
llf!l!i:i!I:;:11 ir;;•'.i!! ::::;;:11:•111:;; ::::; ::: i 1i• i!;; !i · i/i; ;; ! ! ; ! ;:: ! •:: i: 11•:: 1 :·;; ;• 
Tota.I •.•••.. .••.•••.••• .••...•... ... •...•..••. .•... ..•.• ...... ...... . .... .. . . .. . . ..... 1 I 1;; 
0l;t~tigf ~~t~Y~~tt?ti i: •ii• iii:; i •!ii iii i; i:: •ii:: iii• i •: i • •: • :: : ; : •: ;:~ --_-_ -__ -_-_ =_=!~- ,=-_=_=_ = __'_= __=_ 
Offiiijiii~i~ Ii:i ii; ii; iii iii ii// r:: i; ii;i/ i iiii i;; i iii iii ii iI ii! ]m n: I~·-· 'i,:i ; 
Total .............................. ............................... ~ .................... !---1 / 6
1 
. ..... ... . 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 5 
Statits of work in bureaus and divisions of the varioits Executive Depa1·tments at Washington-Continneu.. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-Continued. 
Bureaus. Divisions. / .Arrears 
Total ...•.•••.••..•.................................................................... ==:==-l====6=1=··=·=··=·:=··=· 
Office of the Chief of Engineers ..................... - .. - ... --- • • ...... • ....... -• • • •. - . - . . . . . . 1 ..................... . 
Chief clerk 's office .............. ••••• •• .. ••••·· -- · · · • · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • • · · · · · · 1 
Firstdidsion ............. : ............................. ... .......... . ...................... :...... 1 
Second and fifth divisions........ . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . 1 
Third division ..........•................. •.•••••••••.•••••• • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • 1 
Fourth division .•...••••••..••••••... • • .. • • • •.. •, • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • .. · · · · · · · .. • • • • .. • • • .. • •·· .. • 1 
Record division .••.•••••••••.•••••••.••.. • ...... • .......... • . •. • .. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • . • . . . . . . .. .. .. 1 
Offi,~;;;l ~.~~~f ji,~;;;;;;::;;;;;:;::::: :;:; :::::: :::;:;: :; ::: : : : ::: : ::: ::: : ::: : : ::: : : ........ : . I-.... ---. : I : : : : : : : : : 
tEJ;1: :i81f~~i,~(i~~h~~~:~;d~~~i~:;.:e:t~~~~ ::~~~i:t~~:i: ~~~:1;1:i~:;t:i~~;-; ~~:~~ii~: i :!: : : : : : : : : : } ,::::: ::: :
1
: 
clerk one year to bring up arrears) . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... . 
Total .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.... : .................... , ............... . 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer .•....•......................•.... : ......................... . 
Office of publication of records of the rebellion . ............................................ . 
Total, War Department ............................... .. ......... ... ................... . 
TREAS"C'RY DEPARTMENT. 
Secret.ary's Office and misceJlaneous roll .•.•••••.............................................. 
~~;l:l~~~f b~~~~~~f:;sai;ci;;~~;~;;t·s·:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :: : :::::::: :::::::::: 
Division of public moneys.................. .... ........................... . ...... . ......... . . 
Division of customs (correspondence is "unavoidalJly" in arrears-insuffi cient force) . ........... . 
!l~::1rtni~;rf !1~i~f iii~~:==::====::==:::::::::-:::~::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : :·:::,:::::::::: 
envelopes, delay in printing caused thereby; large amount ot rriutiug uucler new tariff 
Division of stationery, print.ing, and blanks (failure of contra<1tor to furnish oflici:il i 
nl~:i~~~f~~!e1afz:;~~~s0:.~~~~~~~!::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::: '.: :::: 
Division of mail and files .............................................................. . ......... .. . 
Chief clerk's and superintendent's office (work of one draftsnrnn three weeks behind 
_becau~e '' amount of work" is * * * beyond the capacity ·of one man) ....................... . 
D1sburs1ng clerks .......................... . ...................................................... . 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••. 
Secret Service Division (work relating to custod;y and record of contraband property in 
arrears; clerk in charge called to other dut.y-fin or six months in arrears) ......... : .•... 
Bmeau of the Mint (bnlhon accounts of mints and assay offices in arrears" some months" 
because of two. re1;>orts-o~e is prepar~d .by fiscal and" the other by calendar years; aho 
frequent calls for mformat10n and statistics) .. '" ........................ ....... ... . ..... . . . 
Supervising Inspector.General of Steam Vessels ................................. ... ........ . 
1-----
1a j s 
====I:= = = == ===== Supervising Surgeon•General Marine.Hospital Service...................................... 1 ............ 
1 
......... . 
l~~rf f if ~]l;]r;;;;~~;rnrn:::::•••::•:::::•::::::::•••:: •••:i••••• :\•••:• 1:i•:•:I 
Total ................................................................. ... ............... . 5 1 ......... . 
Total ..••••••••••.••.... . ..•••••••......•..........................•.............. ; ..... 12 
6 CONDITION OP BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMEN'.rS. 
Status of 1cork in bureai,s and divisions of the various Executive Departments at Wash-ington-Continue<l. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT-Continued. 
Bureaus. Divisions. Arrears. 
----------------- - ------------------ ----------1-----
Comptroller of the Treasury ...... • • • • • · • ·· · ·· ·· ···•·· ····· · · ·· · · · · ·· ········••·•··· ·········1====l=l-::·=·=··=·=·==·=·=·=· ·=-=I=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=~ 
Total .•.•.....••..•... .. . ······· - · · · - · -·· ·· · ··· · · --- - -- -· -· - · · · ··- · · · ··••·· · ··•··•· ·· ···l===l~====S=I=·=·=· =·=·=· ·=·=· 
Total ............. : .......•....... -.. -.... - .. -. -- · -.. - · --......... -...........•..••.... 1 




5 - ••••• •••• 
auo1tor for the War Department ...................... -. -- -. -. -. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 .................... . . 
1 ·······••· 
ir~~i:~~~~;~: :::::::: :: ::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : :::: :: :·::::::::: 





Military division (" slightly in arrears"-delay in moYing files and inexperience of new 
clerk)......... ..... ...... .................. .. ................................... ............... 1 1 
Pay and bo1mty division (about eighteen months in arrears-same condition for past 
ten years)..... .................................. . ................................................ l 1 
----1-----1----
Total...... .•••••. .. ...... .•••.• ...••••••••••.•. ......... .. .. . . . . . . .••••.. .. ...••.•.•. 7 2 
====1====11=== 
A.uditor for the Interior Department........................................................ 1 ........... __ ........ . 
1 
1 ~~; °Int~~~ri,e~s.io;; tli~isi~;;:: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : 
Indian divi1:1ion (790 cash accounts, 460 property accounts, and 518 claims of contrac. 
tors, etc., awaiting- action-largely in arrears when division was organized) ....•.... __ ........ . 












Office of Auditor ..•.................•••..••............................•....•..•.••...... ···"······ 
Eitf !!1i:i~r~!;::.i~tt~:::.::::.:::::::: :: : : ::::::::::: :: :: ::::: :::: :::::::::::::: : : : : :: : :: : 
Total ....•••.•••••• ······~···················· ........•......•••.•......•••.•••..••. _ .. _ 4 
1====1-:====='==== 
Auditor for the State and other Departments................................................ 1 ......••... _ .•....... . 
Office of Auditor ........•••••••..•••....•........•...........................•....••............... 
Miscellaneous division ..........•...•...••.......................... _ .....•............. _ ........•. 







.Auditor for the Post-Office Department .••••........... _ ...•.....••.....•.•..••.•••.•........ · 1 .......•... _ ....•.... . 
i~❖h1fl:i1tr;r~~:~~~~~~~:::::::::::: :: : : : : :::::: :::::::: ::: :: ::: ~ ::::::::::: :: ... : : : : :::::: 
Recording divisio!l (these three divisions constitute th~ money.order branch, and are 
about one yea:r m arrears. Number of money-order offices doubled in :fiscal year 1893; 
li~e~¥~f [1H?\\\\LE(\j\/\///:l:::?:::::: :::::::::: 
Total. ..............••....•...•••....••••....•...••••.•••••.•.•••.••••••......•••••..•.. 












1 ··•······ · 1 1 




CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENT!:;. 7 
Status of work in bureaus and di-1,isions of the rnrious Executi-re Depa1·tments at Washington-:Continued. 
TREASUltY DEPARTMENT-Continued. 
Bureaus. Divisions. A nears. 
Office of Commissioner of Internal Revenue-Continned. . 
Division of as,;essruents (record of monthly returns '' mnch in arrears"; clerk in charge 
Di,~i:~f,1~ti/:c~~~~~;t'.~
1
. ~~c.~~~~: :: : :: : :: : : : : ::: :: : :: : :: : : : ::::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::·.:: ...... ... . 
DiYision of revenue agents (small part of work in arrears) ........... , .... , ...................... . 
~};~:!~~ ~1 ~~~:i~t°r~ll~:.::::::::::::: :::::::: ::: : :: ::: : : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : : : : : 
Total. ....••..•.•••..•...•.•..••.••...•.................................................. 11 
Total .••..•.•••.•••...•••••••••••.•................ ; ................................... . 14 















Total. ................................................................................. . 15 
Total ..••....•••.•••........•.........•.•...•...••..............•..•..•....... ,......... 1 8 
Total, Treasury Department ...•.•.....••.••••........•.......••••.•...•.••••••••.•••.. ===2=3=1====1-2=1+---19 
POST.OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
8 CONDIT.ION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
Status of work in bureaus and divisions of the various Executive Departrnents at Washington-Continued. 
POST.OFFICE DEP AR'l'MENT-Continued. 
I 
Bureaus. I Divisions. I Arrears. 
---------------------------- --- 1---
0fflce of the Third Assistant Postmaster.General . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1 ' 
Ollice of the Third Assistant Postmaster.General .... ......... .. .................................. ··········i· :::::::::: 
Division of finance ................................... -............................................ 1 ......... . 
m;I:~~~ ~i r~:t:ti~i!~~~.s.:::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: i :::::::::: 
Total .................................................................................. . 
4 •••••••••· 
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster.General . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .................... . . 
gr.~=i~~ ~~·ea~~iii~i;:~!is: :: : :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :: : ::::: :::::: : ::::::::: ~ 
Di vi Ai on of bonds and commissions...................................................... . . . . .. .. . . 1 ......... . 
Division of post.office inspectors and mail depreuations ... ... - ...... ... ..... ... . .. .. .. .. . . . ... . ... 1 ......... . 
Total. ................................................................................. . 
Total, Post-Office Department ......................................................... . 23 ........ .. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
Attorney-Gen&al's Oflioo ............................... • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • •................. . . . 1 ............ 1··· ...... . 
Division of accounts (1,195 accounts awaiting action; insufficient force)........................... 1 1 
Office ;~:~~i::;::t~:~: :;:::~~~ ~~:::: :~:::: :: : : : : : :~::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :: : : ::: : : :---:- .......... ~ . ......... ~ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY. 
Office of the Secretary ........... .. ...................................... . ................... . 1 ..................... . 
Bureau of Navigation (roll of officers one year behind; also permanent record of "let.ters 
sent;" records of enlisted men one year behind) ......................................... .. 
Bureau of Yards and Docks ....................... .... ..................................... . 







I i;m~ ~r !~r; I~~{f riJif iJiii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:::: = = = = =::: ~: =:: =::: =: =: = = 1 
1 
............................ 
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery ............................................................ . ············ '········ ·· 
1 Office of Juclge•Advocate•General (record of summary courts.martial three years behind; 
insufficient force) ............................................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 1 ············ ......... . 
Nautical Almanac Office .... , ................................................................ . 
i~~:nb~e~~t~:'; .~~~-~~~~~~~.?.~~·e·::: ::::::: ::::: :: : : : : : : :: : : :::·:::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: 





arrears; insufficient force) ................................................................ . 1 ........... . 
Total, Department of the Navy ......................... -• .. • .. • • • • .... • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. ---15-1. · · · · · · · · · ··I 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
Otfii~;f:ll~ff:~:~~~~i~,~:ii~~: :::::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~: :: : : : : : : : :::::: :::::::::: : :: : ::::~: .......... ~ .......... . 
Assistant Secretary's room............................................................... . . . .... . . . l 
Chief clerk's room........................................................................ . . . . . . . . . . 1 
D)v)s)on of, appointments (indexing miscellaneous letters in arrears).................... . . . . ...... 1 
D1v1srnn of finance................................................................................. 1 
D!v)s!on of lam~s and r~!ilroads (nine months)...................................................... 1 
D1ns10n of Indian affairs.. . .. .......... ......... ... . .... . ............................... .......... 1 
Divi. ion of patents and miscellaneous (transcribing "letters sent" in arrears) . ..... . •. . . ......... 1 
Board of Pension Appeals-
First division (1,000 appeals, etc., pending) ... ................................................. • 
Second division ............................................................................... . 
Third division ..... ........................ .......... .......................................... . 
Division of public documents (one month rn arrears) .... .......................................... . 
Division of stationery and printing ............................................................... . 
Custodian's branch ................................................................................ . 
t~~~~~~t~~·a~~_ii; br"~~~ii· ~~·<i ~is~~ii~~;~;;; ::: : : : : : : : :: :: : :::::: :: : : : : : ::::::::::::: :: : : : : ::: :: : : : : 










Office of the .Assistant A ttorne:r•GenPral.............. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 ........... . 
Office of AsAistant Attorney.General (in arrean1 nbout one year; large increase of work, 
and smallpox invasion) ........................................................................... -'· ......... . 
Total .................................................................................. . 1 ············ 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 9 
Status of work in bureans and divisions of the various Executive Departrnents at Washington-Continued. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR-Continued. 
B ID ... ureaus. 1v1s10ns. .Arrears. 
General Land Office ....................... •. • • • • • ..... • .. • .. • .. • ...... •.... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . ........... ......... . 
Chief' clerk 's division . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .............. ......... ...... .... •• .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . 1 
Rflcorder's division (3,000 patents to be written)......................................... .......... 1 1 
'Division of public lands (1,500 unanswered letters and 19,51 !i unadjudicated land cases).. . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Division of' private land claims (5,8i8 claims and cases pending)........................ . . ... .. . .. . 1 1 
Division of' public surveys (188 retu~ns from examiners and surveyors.general penrling). . . .. .. . . . . 1 1 
Division of railroads (several years m arrears) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Division of preemptions (8,027 entries and cases pending).. ... ........................... . . . .. . . . . . 1 1 
Divisfon of contests (976 contests pending) . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Division of swamp lands (in arrears)..................................................... . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Division of drafting (in arrears).......................................................... . . . . . • . . • . 1 1 
Division of accounts . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . • • . . . • . . .. . • . . . . . • . . . .. • • • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Division of minPral claims (1,492 entries on suspended filP-s) .................... .'........ . . . . . .. • .. 1 1 
Division of special service (much in arrears; insufficient force) . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. • .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 1 
Messengers, assistant messengers, etc ...................................................... .. :.... . 1 
Transcribing press.copy books to permanent records, estimated to require 80 copyists two 
and a hnlf years; insufficient force. 
Total ............................................................................ . ..... . 14 11 
Offi~~;i;~t~8~t:;;;i~~i;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::: :: :::: :: : : ::: : : : :: : : : : ::::::: ~: .....••... i .......... . 
Ed11cati<'n division (in arrears) ... ... . • .... .... .. . . .. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . i 
.Accounts division ............................................ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Finance division (~lig11tly in arrears on account of insufficient force) . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 
Files diYision (not badly in arrears} . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 1 
Land division (2 additional clerks required to bring up arrears) . .. . . . . .. . . . .•••••. ... .• . . . . . ...... 1 
Total ....... : .......................................................................... . 7 4 
Total ................................................................................. . . 22 
P•itf ~l~Stiii:i~!'.: :::: : : :::::::::::::::::::::: :: : ::::::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : ::: ::: : : '.: ...... ····: · ......... . 
......................................................................... . .......•.. 1 
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10 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
Status of work in bureaus and divisions of the va1·ious Executive Depa1·t1;1ents at Washington-Continncd. 
DEP ARTME~T OF THE INTERIOR-Continued. 
Bureaus. I Divisions. Arrears. 
-------------------·--------------,----
Patent Office-Continued. 
Boiltlers' hardware, cutlery, safes, eto ..•...... -........ - .. -.. --............... -....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
,~;)rng:1;F.flt.{;ipi~;{t~t~~g-if.ii~:;::::>:::::::: i ;;:;;;: );::::::::;; :::; :: :: l 
Artesian and oil wefis, butcberi11~, mills and thrashi11g, etc............................. . . . . . . . . . . . i 
~~~~t[~~~baeic~~t1~~~~tr!t'.f,
0
~ice.t~.::.::::::::: ::: : : : : :: : :: : : :: : : : : :::::: ::: : ::::::: : ~ 
.Pneuma1,1cs, refr1gerat10n, air and gas engmes, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
~~~E~~:f~i:i~i~!~;J!~i::~.: ~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::::::::::::: 
1
1
: ::::::::: ~ 
.A.ct,ert1smg, bazga~e, packmg and stormg vessels, etc.................................. . .. . . . . . . . 1
1
1 
,' .: •• · ••  _: ._· .: :_ ••  ••  ._· 
Messengers, assistant messengers, etc ........................................... .. ...... . ... .... . . 
---- ---
Total .................................................................................. . 1 I 0 
Office of Commissioner of Railroads ..................................................... .... . 1 ............ 1 •......••. 
Total .................................................................................. . 
Census Office ................................................................................ . 
Superintendent's branch .......................................................................... . 
Population .................................................. . .............. . ...................... . 
Manufactures ..................................................................................... . 
t!H~:i~k:~j~:~~ ~~~t~~~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Social statistics .................... . ............. .. ............................................... . 
Wealth, debt, and taxation .................................. . . .. ................ . ................. . 














Total, Department of the Interior ....................... · ............................... =· ===i-o=l===1=4=l=l====22 
DEPA.RTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
Total ....................... : .......................................................... . 
Division of botany ........................................................................... 
1
====1::f:.=.= •. =.= .. =.=.= . =.I=_= .. =.= .. ==.= •• =. 
::itatntory ................. ........ ................... .. ....................... . .................... . 
Temporary (under general appropriatiuus. Preparatio11 of reports in nrroars; iusutlicieut 
forcii) .................. .. .... ...... ............................................................ .. 
Total ..................................... ............................................. . 1----1-----2-1----1 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEP ARTMENTft ii 
Stut 118 of work in bureaus and divisions of the various Executive Departments at Washington.:.._Continueu: 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE-Continued. 
Bureaus. Divitlions. , Ar~~~r~. 
--------------------:1-- I 
Dll~~:i;::::::::~~;~;:;~~;;i;i;;;;,;; :::: :::,: : : : :: : ::::::::::::: ::: : :: : : : ::: : : :: : : • : : : : : : :: ; : .......... ! 'II??\ 
Total ..................... •••••················· .. · .. ·· ........................ ·.· ... ·.·. ·l====l=====:·==== 
Divi!lion of economic_orn,itho!ogy and mammal_ogy ... ····:. ···:·· ............ .. :... .... ... . . . . . 1 ........... ·1··········  
Statutorv (.Bulletm :No. 6 m arrears; large rncrease of work)............................. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .1 
Temporary (under general appropriations) ..... ·:· ..................... · : : · ·: · ; ; ·:: :· : ~: · . . . . . .... . · . 1 .... '. ·: ·, .. 
Total ....................... • .... · · .. •· .. • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · 1 2 1 
Division of porno logy ............. •• ... •• ...... • .. • .. ••••••••••• .. •••••••••••.••••••••••...... 1 ..................... . 
Statutory (printing in arrears; ins~ffi?ient force) ........... - . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .... .. .. . ..... . . l 1 
•'temporary (under general appropriations) ....... -.......................................... ~ ~. ~-... · · ·· 1 ......... . 
Total ................. .-................................................................. I=:=:=:'.=:=· = 1====2=1===· =· ·=·1 
Division of microscopy....................................................................... . . 1 · ~ ......... ·
1
·· .·.·.·.·· .. ,·.· .. ··. 
Statutory .......................................................................................... . 
Temporary (under general appropriations) .................. '. ................................. ·::· .. _. , .. • . , 1, .••..•.... 
Total ........................................................................... : ....... 1 I, 2 ; • • • •··· ··· 
Division of vegetable pathology ........................ •.... . . . . . • . . .. . • .. . • .. .. . • • • .. .. . . . . . . . , 1 ... · . . .. . . . . . 
Statutory........................................................................................... · 1 · ... _.. · 
Temporary (under general appropriations) ....................................... ~ ......... · . .-.·· .... _. 1 
Total. ...................................................................... _ ........... . 2 
====l=====f=== 
Total ....................... ~ .••. , .... , ........................... : .................... . 
====l====F:::::::::::::== 
Division of forestry .............. ~........................................................... 1 ..•........ , ......... . 
Statutery ......................................................................................... . 
Temporary (under general appropriations) ....................................................... . 
Total .................................................................................. . 2 
l===='=====I=== 
Division of records and editing (slightly in arrears-large amount of work and reduction in 
force) .................................................................................... .. 
Divisions of illustrations ................................................................... . 
====I======== 
Division of seeds .. ~.......................................................................... 1 ..................... . 
Statutory.......................................................................................... 1 
Temporary (under general appropriations) ...... : .......................................... ; ... · .. ·. ... ------1· 
Printing office, temporary (under general appropriations) ............................... '...... . .. . . 1 
Total ................................................................................. . 
====i===== 
Document and folding room .............................................. ................... . . ........... ······--·· 
----
Expsf!tue:~~ ~.~~~~~~.~~~ .~~~~~~!::::::::::: ::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::::~::::: ........ ~ .... ::: .... i .......... . 
Temporary (under general appropriations) ........... ..,.. 0 ................................ • .. • • • • • • • • , 1 
Total .... ~ ...... ~ .... · ............... '.~~-- .................................. : ........... . 2 
BulF!~~tt:~;:;d;~::~ ~~~~~~:~i~t;~~i)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '.: : : : : :·: ~:t:· . : .-. : .. .............. . 
Total................................................................................... 1 2 
.. .. 
Office of agricultural experiment stations ................................................... . 
Wea~her Bure~u. ·~····: ..................................................................... . 
] orecast division (ID arrears; large amount of work on examinations for positions of 
:i,:n:ofessor and forecast official. au~ red uctio!l of force) ........................................... . 
D1nsJon of records and meteorological ~ata (m arrears; · reduction of force by transfer 
of one clerk/...................................... . 
Pu blicatiOlltl division (ii! arrears about one, month·; ·~b;~i:i"c·;.-~;. ~~p~yee~·--1i;c1:;;;~d. . . . . . . . . . . . 
work; lac'!r of manuscript) ............................. ................... .'... ••. · · - · · · 
Office of assistant stationery and property clerk (in arrears· nature of work) ::~· ·: · · :· ... :_: .. ...... .. 




l .. .. --1 
1 
Total ................................................................................... , 1 
'rotal. Department of Agriculture ...................................................... ====2=3=1(=====1== 
5 4 
34 9 
12 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
Status of work in bureaus and divisions of the various Executi1,e Departrnents at Washington-Continued. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF LABOR. 
Doparbnent of Lab:r ............................................. • • • •. •· •··· •··· •· •· • • • • •·· • • ~-~:~~•-~~:: .:=~-
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
UNITED STATES COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 
Total .. ~. 
Total, United States Commission of Fish and Fisheri!lS ..••..••.••..•••••...••••.•••••. 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
Interstate Commerce Commission ............................................. _ ............. · I· ........ I ..... _ ... ---1- ........ . 
GOVER~MENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
.............................................. 
................................................. 
---· ··-- ........... ----- ........... . 
...................................... ------ . ......... . 
Total, Government Printing Office .................. _ ..............• _ ........................... . 





























LibralJ'.' of Congress ............................. _ ................... _ ......... _ •.• · •••••• ___ .· I· __ ..... _ ·I···_ ..... _ ..1·····--·" 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN 'rHE DEPAR'l',\,IEN'J'S. 13 
Status of work in bureaus and divisions of the various Execiitive Departments at Washington-Continued. 
GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRI'.JT OF COLUMBIA. 
,D11reaus. Divisions. Arrears. 
ExecntiYe office ......... ...... .. . •••• •••••••• ··· ·················· ·········· ···· ·· · · ········· -----··--·-- ·········· 
Otlice of Commii.flioners ..•...•............................................................ . ........ 






f:~i1~:~llr ~;;~J:::u~~;e~~~:.~~~~~·c·i~~~ !·~.l'~~! ::: :: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : 
Haruor ma11t~r .•••••••••..•..•......•............. -......................... · ............... · ....... . 
Total. .......•......................................................................... . 5 1 
A1sTs:ir~1,~:~:-::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :: : : ::: : :::::: :::::: ::: : : ::::::: :: : :::::: :: : : :: :: : : : ........ :. · ·· · · · ···· i· : : : ::::::: 
Special a11sessment division.............................................................. . .. . . . . . . . 1 .......••• 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••..•....••..•...• •······•••·•······························ 2 ......... . 
1 . - - - - - - -- ..... ! - - • ··-···· i ...... ······ I·········· 
1 
............ I •••••••• •• 
············1·········· 
1 ........... · 1· ••.•••••• 
1 ..................... . 
1 . -- - ·- - - .. - ,. . t - - ......... - -
1 . ........... ·········· 
1 ..................... . 
1 .....•.......•..••.••• 
1 ..................... . 
1 ........... .......... . 





Water department, distriuutio11 branch (in art'i>ars; large incrr.ase of' work) . ............ . . . . • . . . . . 1 
Water department, revenue and inspection branch (in arrears; insufficient force)....... ... . .. . . . . 1 
Total................................................................................... 1 7 2 
---------· 
Total .................................................................................. . 




Total, Smithsonian Institution ........................................................ . 4 
14 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
Status of work in bureaua and divisions of the various Executive Departments at Washington-Continu ed . 
SUMMARY. 
Departments.- Bureaus. ·Divisions. / .Arrears. 
Total. .................................•......•.......•.•••...••..................••... ~ ! 
F. M. COOKRELL, 
JAMES K. JONES, 
S. M. CULLOM. 
Members on the part of the Senate. 
ALEX. M. DOCKERY, 
JAMES D. RICHARDSON, 
NELSON DINGLEY, Jr., 
Members on the part of the House of Representatives. 
APPE~DIX. 
S'I'ATE DEP AR'l'MENT. 
STATE DEP ARTlVIENT, February 5, 1895. 
Hon. ALEX. M. DOCKERY: 
The current work of the Department of State is practically up to date. 
w. Q. GRESHAl\1, 
Secretary of State. 
WAR DEPAR'l'MENT. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. O., February 1, 1895 . . 
Sm: In reply to your telegram of the 21st ultimo, requesting a statement as to 
the condition of the business of the War Department, showing whether any pa,rt of 
the same is in arrears, etc., I have the honor to state that tbe reports of the beads of 
the several bureaus and offices of the Department, excepting the Judge-Advocate-
General and the Uhief of Ordnance, show that no work of their respective offices is in 
arrears. 
'l'he Judge-Advocate-General reports the work of his office to be in arrears, conse-
quent upon the assignment thereto during the past few years of new kmds of business 
and an increasing volume of the old lines of business during the same period. Be 
estimates that the business of bis office now in arrears would require, in its disposition, 
the services of one clerk for about four years. 
The Chief of Ordnance reports that there are about 2,000 property :r:eturns in. his 
office awaiti11g examination, but having lately received an additional clerk he expresses 
the belief that with the services of said clerk, in connection with certain changes 
having for their object a reduction of the amount of work, the business now in arrears 
can be disposed of in about one year. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. A. M. DOCKERY, 
Chairman, etc., House of Representative$. 
JOSEPH B. DOE, 
A,'l,'listant Secretary of War. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. O., February 1, 1895. 
Sm: In reply to your inquiry as to which of the bureaus and divisions of thiR 
Department Hre in arrears on the work therein, I have the honor to transmit herewith 
copies of letters received from heads of bureaus and chiefs of divisions of the Secre-
tary's office, who report arrears in their respective bureaus and divisions, and giviug 
the reasons therefor. 
Hespectfully, yours, 
Hon. A. M. DoCIIBRY, 
House of Representatives. 
J. G. CARLISLE, 
Secretary. 
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16 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN 'l'HE DEPARTMENTS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFiCE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., Ja11ua1·y 31, 1895. 
t ·0 uir of the 22d instant I have the honor to report that the work in the 
ollice ~rt~! ~~f!f cl:rt0 ~~J ~pelintendent, with th~ exception of that of the draftsman, which is 
about three weeks behind, is up to date. f k · d 
There is but one draftsman connected w!th this office, and the amo1;1nt o ~o~ impose . npon 
him in the re aration of pla,ns and specifications for gas fixtures _and special furmtu~e for_ tbe v:u10us 
build in s mfa.ef the control of this Department, both old and ne~, 1s ?eyon~ the cap::i,c1ty of one man. 
Tl t· tes for the fiscal year endino- June 30 1896, prov1<le for an rncrease IO the salary of the 
draft m:;}r~~a $1,200 to $1,400 per annum, "'an<l also {na,ke provision for the employment of a tracer, at 
a sal~]h of $7~oof.8trh:n~;~tsma~ is increasing so rapidly that, unless .~he force estimated for by the 
Departr:e:f~s provided, the occupancy of new buildings must necessarily be delayed, and the transac-
tion of the business in the old buildings more or less emb:..rrassed for want of adequate furniture and 
fixtures. 
Respectfully, yours, 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
LOGAN CARLISLE, 
Chief Clerk. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETAR1:, 
Washington, D. C., January 29, 1895. 
SIR: In reply to your circular to heads of bureaus a~d ~hi_efs of divisions, dated the 22d instant, 
calling for a statement of the condition of the work of this d~v1S10n, etc., ~ ~ave t_he lto1?or to state tl.J~t 
the chief work of the division, viz., correspondence regartlrng the admrn1strat10n of the customs, 1s 
unavoidauly in arrears, and that such delay is detrime_ntal t? the?urr~~t _bnsiues~ ~t the customs po_rts. 
In order to facilitate the prompt dispatch of b~sme~s m this d1v1s10n, add1t1?nal expert clerical 
force, including one expert stenograph~r and typewriter, 1s ~e~~ed at once, an exper10uced stenographer 
and typewriter having been recently withdrawn from !b~ ~1v1s1_on. . . . 
Unless such help is furnished, the work of the d1v1s10n will be still further delayed. Estimates 
have already been submitted for additional clerks and an additional typewriter and stenographer. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. c. s. HAMLIN, 
.Acting Secretary. 
JOHN M. COMSTOCK, 
Chief of Customs Division. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington., D. C., January 26, 1895. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you, in answer to the circular letter of the Acting Secretary of the 
22d instant, that the clerical work of the division of stationery, printing, and blanks is well up to date. 
The work of filling outside stn,tionery requisitions is behind more than usual, on .account of (1) the 
failure of the contractor to furnish official envelopes as promptly as required, and (2) the inability of 
the printer to do the necessary printing on those envelopes as promptly as he would have done had the 
material been furnished to him regularly. 
The printing of official envelopes and letter heads was also delayed by the large amount of special 
printing required under the new tariff law and the act reorganizing certain bureaus of the Department. 
'£he printing office is now being run to its utmost capacity on this class of work. 
Respectfully, yours, 
'J.'he SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
SAMUEL ROADS, Jr., 
Chief Division of Stationery, Printing, and Blanks. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECRET SERVICE DIVISION, 
Washington, D. C., Janua1·y 23, 1895. 
dR: In reply to your letter of the 22d instant, calling for a statement of the business of this office 
and whether the same is in arrears, and to what extent, and the reasons therefor, I have the honor to 
state_: _This office directs_ the move~«->nts and 1perations ~f agents employed for the suppression of coun-
t~rfe1~mg anrl othe~ crimes, and m connection therewith keeps a record of all persons arrested for 
v1olatmg laws relatmg thereto, an<l has cnstody of all counterfoit money and other contraband property 
captured, seized, or surrendered as in violation of said laws. 
The work of th is office i~ we~l in hand, with t~e excepti~n of that relating to the custody and record 
of contraband property, which 1s about fhe or six months m arrears owing to the fact that the clerk 
whose duty it is to perform same having been called upon to do other' duty and take the place of others 
called away officially from their specific work. 
Respectfully, yours, A. M. WILLIAMS, Acting Chief. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFll'ICE OF THE SUPERVISING ARCHITF.CT, 
Washington, D. C., January 25, 1895. 
. SIR: ~n response to request cont~ined in letter of the 22d instant (appointment division), to be fur-
n~s~e~ with a statement. o! ~h~ busrness of this office, I have the honor to say that in the drafting 
~1vis10?, where _all work 1s m1tiat~d, by reason of the limited number of draftsmen employed the work 
1s cornuderauly m arrears. Work m the other divisions is practically up to date. ' 
Respectfully, yours, 
The SECRETARY OIi' THE TREASURY. 
C. E. KEMPER, .Acting Supervi8ing .Arohiteot. 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OJl'l!'ICE OF AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., January 25, 1895. 
17 
Sm: In complia,nce with yonr request ?f t~e. 2~d inst.ant, I have the honor to state that the "'.'ork 
of this office is at present divided a~ong six di_Y!sions, viz, pay and bounty, paymasters and clauns, 
review mail and 11:iscellaneous, archives, and military. . . . .· . 
The bnsiuess of the mail anJ miscellaneons, the archives, and the paymasters ::tnd_c1aims dn isions, 
consii,ting of the examinations of army paymasters' !licconnts7 a:ncl the treatm~nt of ~~anus aud accon~ts 
of a miscellaneous character, and handling the cnrrent work of the Bureau, 1s well rn ltanJ. and prac-
tically up to d:,te. . . . . · , · · D . 
'fhe militaryd1vis10n settles nccounts of officers of the Qnartermast~r s andSu~s1st_ence epartme1,1_ts, 
the Corps of Engineers, the Signal Service, etc. '_fhis work was _trausf~rrecl to tins ~>,ffi~e from the o~ce 
of the late Third Auditor on O0tober 1, 1894, a!ld 1s at present sJ~ghtly m arrears. pns re~ulte<l ra1 tly 
from the necessary delay caused by moving the files, etc., and f~om t!ie fact ~hat 1t 'Yas 1mposs1 ble to 
<Tet the entire force orio·inally enga<Ted on the work, but I have, from time to time, assigned new derks 
to the division, who ar~ becoming ~ore efficient by experience, and I hope to be able to bring the work 
practically up to date in the near future. . . 
The pay and bounty di".'ision audt~s a~l .c~aims for pay and bounty for services m th_e ,Ar~y .. F~r 
more -than ten years the busmess of this d1v1s10n has be~n from two to three ye_ars behmd, and 1~ at 
present about eightten months in arrears. A gradual g:'lm. has been macl~ on th~s ba~k work durmg 
my administration of the office, a?d at the ~a_me ra~e of gam th_e p_resent force will lmng the work np 
to date in about five vears but with the add1t10nal force asked form my last Annual Report (page 12) 
I think the work can'be b;ought up to elate within the next two years and all just claiws can be paid 
more promptly. · . . . . . . . . 
The greater portion ofthe wo~k of the Bure.au consists rn t?e examrnat1_on and aud1trng of ongmal 
claims which are forwarded here direct from claimants and which are reqmred, under tlie law, to pass 
throuo-h two divisions. The review division is employed in the review of this class of claims, and this 
work is kept as nearly as posi;ible up to date, and the reviewers are about a month behintl the first 
auditing clerks. 
I think it proper to say further that the entire force of the office is continuously employed, and the 
business of the Bureau is running smoothly and practically up to date, with the exception of ttie work 
on the pay and bounty claims. 
Respectfully, yours, T. STOBO FARROW, Audito1·. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPAR1:MENT, 
OFFICE OF AUDITOR FOR THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., Ja,niiary 24, 1895. 
Srn: In compliance with instructions contained in circular letter of the 22d instant, I have the 
honor to trans:~1it the following statement relative to the business of the respective divisions of this 
Bureau, viz: • 
Pensio1t division.-The accounts of agents for paying pensions up to the clos~ of the quarter ending 
September 30, 1894, have all been examined and are rea,dy for settlement. Of the six agents who make 
their quarterly payments in October, the accounts of three are under examination. The accounts not 
yet ta.hen np consist of three October accounts, receive<! late in November; six November accounts, 
received late in December, and two December accounts, received last week. All branches of the busi-
ness are practically up· to date. 
Indian division.-This di vision became a part of this Bureau October 1, 1894. At its roming the work 
was very con.:,i<lerably in arrears, due undoubtedly to a constant annual increase in the Indian service 
during the last five years, without any i11crease in the clerical force of the division. It was inevitable 
that the work should, under such circumstances, fall in arrears. Further, the act of July 31, 1894, requires 
the administrative office to forward to this office all accounts within sixty days of their receipt from the 
officers in the field,. The force of the C9mmissioner of Inclian Affairs having been largely angmente<l, it 
has been, and is now, hurrying. the new account,s forward as rapidly as possible. The same act also 
increased the mis~ellaneous work of this <livision a great deal. Th us it is seen the arrearage is accounted 
for liy the yearly rncrease in the number of acconnts receiYed, and the receipt from the Indian Office in 
the lust ten days of 223 Indian depredation claims, of which 207 are still on ban<l. 
This <livision has 114 unsettled claims of Eastern Chnokee Indians, 37 of which have been examined 
an_d a;re awaiting addit,ional evidence from claimants. The balance can not be pa,id until further appro: 
pr1ation has been made by Congress. One hundred and eighty-seven claims have been received iu the 
last two weeks. Ther~ are in t:tie div_ision, unsettled, ,_790 ca~h accounts and explanations, 460 property 
accounts an<l explanat10ns of d1sbursmg officers, and 018 claims of contractors Indians and others. 
The condition of the work in the Indian division is improving daily, and I hope by the en<l of thi!>-
calendar year to have the work practically up to date. . 
. Lands,.files, and miscellaneous div~8ion.-The busi11ess of this division can not in any particular be 
said to be m arrears. The accounts m the miscellaneous section of the division pertaining to the Interio1. 
J:?epartmeut proper, for the first quarter, 1895, were all adjusted before the time expired for the rendi-
twn of the accounts for the second quarter, a, state of affairs which the disbursing ao-ent for the Interior · 
Department reports is unprecedented in the history of that Department. Ther: are 411 uns~ttled 
acconnts and claims of railroads for transportation in the other sections of this division received within 
the _past sixty days, whi:h ·a7e being disposed of now at the rate of about 400 per mdnth, or about as 
rapHlly as they reach this office. The settlement of public lands accounts proper is as far advanced as 
usual. 
Respectfully submitted. 
'nie SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
S. Rep. 952--3 
SAMUEL BLACKWELL, 
Auditor. 
18 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR FOR THE STATE AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS. 
. Washington, D. C., February 8, 1895. 
Srn· In response to your order, under date of January 22, for a statement as to the condition of the 
busines~ of this Bureau, I have the hon?r to report that the clerk~ ~f'.this o~ce_ a.re engaged o~ current 
work and that the work of the office 1s not m arrears. The d1v1s10n of Jndwial accounts 1s at the 
prese~t time unusually crowded with work, owing to the fact that about th~ 1st of January the 
Department of Justice transmitted for settlement a large number of accounts which had accumn~a!ed 
in the Department· owing to a deficient clerical force. In a short time this extraordinary condition 
will not exist, and the accounts can be taken up for settlement as fast as they reach this office. Mo~e 
than 800 judicial account.a were settled during the month of January. On January 24 there were rn 
that diYis'ion 997 accounts; to-day, notwithstanding many have been received since that date, there are 
21 on hancl, showing a reduction, in less tha~ two weeks, o_f p6 accounts. 
The diplomatic and consular and the miscellan(:ous d1vis10ns are also ~oth engaged on curr~nt 
work. There are always more or less of accounts which_ are hel_d for explanation, an~ when the claim-
ants are at remote points, as many consular officers are, 1t reqmre~ a goo_d deal of time to correspond 
with them and receive explanations, but the office can not be ·considered m arrears as to such accounts. 
With the force now at work in this office, I am quite sure we can settle accounts with proper care, 
and keep the work up to date. 
Respectfully, 
THOMAS HOLCOMB, Auditor. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
. Washington, D. C., January 23, 1895. 
Sm: In response to your letter of inquiry just received as to the condition of the business of this 
office, I have the honor to reply that the money order branch of this office is in arrears about one year 
from current date. This arrearage is being reasonably reduced. 
The causes which led to a congestetl condition of this branch of the office of the Sixt.h Auditor was 
the very large increase of money-order offices during t.he last year of the administration of Postmaster-
General ·wanamaker, the number being doubled; in ronnd numbers, increased from 10,000 to 20,000 offices 
without increase in the number of employee.;. · . 
I am nlso informed that for years past the business of this branch of the office bas been in arrears, 
that the volume of unfinished work had continued to increase until in April last it was more than two 
years in arrears. The mass of work in the money-order branch is so great and the vouchers so numerous 
that when it becomes current vigorous effort will be requisite to maintain that condition. 
The work of the other branches of the office may be regarded as current, and its condition 
satisfactory. 
Respectfully, yours, 
The SECRETA]{Y OF THE TREASURY. 
GEO. A. HOWARD, Auditor. 
TREASURY DEPARTMEN'.1', OFFICE OF THE TREASURER, 
Washington, D. C., January 23, 1895. 
Sm: I have the honor to snbmit herewith, in compliance with request contained in circular letter 
of C. S. Hamlin, Acting Secretary, under date of the 22d instant, a statement as to the business of this 
lmreau, by divisions, showing what portion of the same is iu arrears, the extent thereof~ and the 
reasons therefor: · 
Cl11ef clerk's division.-Tbe duties of this division consist of work of such a nature that it must be 
diSJ?OSed of on the day of receipt, which is invariably done, ofte~ entailing labor long after the regular 
busrness hours. i . 
Cash division.-The work of this division is of such a character that the daily cash ·settlement 
neceir.;itates its completion, in general, each day, whether it can be done within the regular •business 
hours or whatever longer time it may take. 
IJi1'iRion of acc01mts.-The work in this .division is completed up to date, with the exception of the 
Trea urer's quarterly report, and the Post-Office work, which was permitted to p;et in arrears during the 
past sn1:1mer, owing to the increased volume of current work and the absence by illuess or leave of 
man~• of the emi:>loyees. On October 1, 1894, the Treasurer's quarterly report was five quarters behind, 
and the ,Post-Office work seven quarters. On January 22, 1895, the Treasurer's quarterly report and the 
P"st- ffi~e work are b_ut thr~e quarters behind. The work in these two classes is necessarily about two 
quart~r~ 1_n arrears~ as 1t reqmres about that length of time to return the drafts and covering-in warrants. 
Division of national banks.-None of the work in tllis division is in arrears . 
. loan division.-Tlie work in this division is fully up to date, all securities redeemed and received 
pr10r to Jannary 1, 1895, having been d,,livered for settlement, to the accounting offkers. 
Redemption division.-There was no unfinished work on hand in this division at the close of business 
on the 22d instant. 
issue diri~ion.-Tbe business of this division is not behind in any particulars, and from the- nature 
of the work 1t can not be allow~d to become so. · 
National-hank redemption agency._;..None of the business of the redemption agency is in arrears. 
Re1:1pectfully, yours, 
D. N. MORGAN, Treasurer, United Sta.tea. 
Hon. J. G. CARLISLE, 
Searetary of the Treasury. 
OONDI'l'ION O.F BUSINES:::1 IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERN AL REVENUE, 
Washington, D. O., January 30, 1895. 
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Sm: In compliance with your letter of the 22d instant in whi?h. you ask that I _furnish a statement 
of tho business of thi.s Bureau, showing whether any ot the same 1s rn a_rr_e:~rs, and 1f R? to wh_at extent 
and the reasons therefor, I have called upon the heads of the several d1v1s10ns composmg this Bureau 
with the following results: • 
The division of accounts, appointments, tobacco, law, and stamps report the work fully up 
to date. . f h" · · · . · · d a.·t· I t The division of distilled spirits reports: ''The w?rk_ ? . t 1s d1v1s10n. 1s 1~ goo. con 1 1~n. n wo 
items, namely, computation ?f distillers' monthly hn:b1hties and exan11nat10n ?f gangers re~ort~ of 
gauging· performed, the work 1s some" hat_ d~layetl, owrng to. SO,?l_e _want of sufficient help to brmg ,md 
keep ,it up to date. The computation of d1st1llers' monthly lrnl)lhties as s}:i?wn by the monthly returns 
and reports is in arrears, as nearly as can be stated, about three months. 'I his has accrue~ through want 
of sufficient help heretofore existing, but is now being brought up by the present force, with an expecta-
tion of reachino- current work during the spring months. In the second case, the desks employed upan 
gaugers' report°on forms 59 and 59½ are in arr,,ars a,uont two months. A small adclition to that force 
will, it is believed, promptly bring the work forward." . . 
The division of assessments reports the work "well m hand except the recordmg of monthly returns, 
averaging 200 in number, from the eighth district of Kentucky, which is very much in arrears? owing to 
the fact that the clerk in charge of the work resigned in August, 1893, and her place has not s1_nce been 
filled. Also the examination and recording of the reports of assessed taxes payable by stamps 1s several 
months in arrears, owing to the transfer of the clerk m charge, whose place ~as not been ~illed." 
The division of revenue agents reports all work up to date except the section engaged m work relat-
ing to oleomargarine, which reports that "a small part of the work is in arrears, but is being rapidly 
brought up." 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. JOHN G. CARLISLE, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
G. W. WILSON, .Acting Commissioner. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF THE MINT, 
Washington, D. G., January 28, 1895. 
Sm: Aa directed in circular letter of the 22d instant, I have the honor to report as follows on the 
busjness of this Bureau: · 
The verification of the bullion accounts of the several mints and assay offices is in arrears some 
months, but the force of the Bureau is now engaged on this work and it will be fully brought up in a 
short period. The reason for the arrearage is dne to the fact that the Bureau has two reports to prepare, 
one showing the operations of the mints and assay offices by fiscal years, the other the production of 
the precious metals by calendar years. 
. In addition to this, the Bureau is constantly called upon by Senators and Members of the House of 
Representatives for information relating to the production of the precious metals and monetary statis-
tics of the world generally, which frequently necessitates tedious researches for the information desired. 
Respectfully, yours, · 
The CHIEF OF THE APPOINTMENT DIVISION. 
R. E. PRESTON, Director of the Mint. 
UNITED STATES COAST il"D GEODETIC SURVEY, 
· Washington, D. 0., January 23, 1895. 
SIR: In response to your letter of the 22cl instant, directing me to furnish a statement for the divi-
sion of appointments as to the business of this Bureau, etc., I beg to submit: 
In tht; en~raving work we are fallin~ behind every day on account of the heavy reduction in the 
force, which m August, 1894, numbered sixteen; but from one cause and another we have lost six of the 
best engravers. 
. In the drawing room we are also [alli~g behind_ on account of the weakening of the force by the 
discharge of one draftsman and the 1mpa1red eyes10-ht of another who has not done anv drawino· 
for months, and who, so far as I am able to foresee, will never be ab]e to do any morn. • "" 
The general reduction in the force of writers, buoy colorists, and chart correctors has been heavy 
since Jnly 1894, and the work in the chart room, which can barely be kept up now must go hopelest:ilv 
behindhand as soon as the spring trade opens. ' · 
The _p~eparat~on of the tide talJl~s.has been .unavoidably delayed, on account of important changes 
and add1t1ons which have been rece1vmg attent10n before beino· authorized. . 
So far as these matters can be adjusted by the employmett of members of the field force as thev 
become available, it vdll be done. • 
The filling of the two vacancies now existing. 
Writers at a salary of $720 per annum is respectfully urged. Old men orwomen will be useless even 
worse than useless; young men with good eyes and fair English education will meet the req uireme~t . 
. Respectfully, yours, 
The SECRETARY PF THE TREASURY, 
Washington, D. O. 
B. A. COLONNA, ~cting Superintendent. 
20 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERVISI~G SURGEON-GENF,RAL, 
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE, 
Washington, D. C., January 25, 1895 . 
. R fi • t our lettAr of Jannary 22, requesting a statement as to the bmdirnss of this 
IR· e e:rnng 
O 







uor tf inform you that all the b~siness of this Bureau is up to. date, vl'itll, ~he 
t .' f'tb .· 1·uto the per111anentrecord which is one year and two months rn arrears. lhe ex ep 1011 o e cop\ rng ' · • k t b · h t k 
i. t1· · · tha't cl 111 ,1· • ,. the qnarantine season the copyists were ep usy wit curren wor , rea:-;011 or ulS 1 , ' ,,, : d t 
but tlle opyino- i now 1Jei1w attended to, and will soon be up to a e. 
R .' t · 11 urs t> WALTER WYMAN, 
e:spec iu Y, yo ' Supervising Su1·geon-General Ma1'ine-Hospital Service. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
(Division of .Appointments.) 
POS'1'-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
OFFICE OF 'l'HE P0S'l'MAS'l'ER-GRNERA.L, 
W.ashington, JJ. 0., February 7, 1895. 
SIR: Replying to your recent in9uiry I haye the h~_nor to state that ~he bnsines~ 
of tlle Post-Office Department is not m arrear:s _m any of its b~ancll?s. This s_ta_t~111e11t 
is ma<le after a careful inquiry into the cond1t10n of the busmess m every <l1v1s1011 of 
the Department. It is believed also that the business i~ dispatched as rapidly as tllat 
of the more important business institutions of the country. Tllis condition can now be 
maintained without increasing the clerical force of the Department. 
Yours, respectfully, 
W. S. BISSELL, Postmaster- General. 
Hon. A. M. DOCKERY, 
1 Chairman Joint Commission of Congress to Inquire into the Status of 
.Laws Organizing the Executi1.•e Departments, House of Representatives. 
DEP.A.RTl\'.lENT OF JUS'l'ICE. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, D. 0., Jawuary_23, 1895. 
Sm: I have yours of the 21st instant, making certain imp:il'ies as to the affairs· of 
this Departme11 t. 
Assumillg that the statement called for relates exclusively to the administrative 
work of the Department, the following is respectfully submitted: 
There were on hand in the division of accounts on the 31st <lay of December, 1894, 
1,055 accom1ts. The number received from January 1 to Ja11uary 21, 1895, amounts to 
1,150, making a total received of 2,205. 
Of tlle accouuts on baud Decelll ber 31, 1894, there were examined and referred to 
the Auditor for the State and Otller Departments, 105, and tllere were referred to the 
:ame office without special examination 746. 
Of tlie 1,150 accounts received from January 1 to 21. 1895, 103 have been examined 
and referred to the Auditor, a11d 56 have been referred without special examination, 
being for periods prior to the quarter ending December :n, 18!J4. 
'rwo bull(lre<l an<l eight accounts have been examined aud referred to the Auditor's 
office between Jalluary 1 and 21, 1895, and without special examination 80.2 have 
been referred to said Auditor. · 







Total ••••••••••...•• _____ . _ •• _ . ____ • _________________ .• __ .•••. _________ -~ •..••• _ .. __ . __ 1,195 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 21 
B the rovisions of the Dockery bHl these accounts must be exa~ined and 
referrfd to £he Auditor for the State and other Depairtmeuts ou or before March 
20, 1~t~· arrears, of business shown by the foregoing statement are_ due t~ the fact t~at, 
· t a misapprehension the Department was not at first provided with a _sufficient 
~:~~!a,1 ~orce-au error wlli~b was immediately repaired by Congress upon its atten-
tion being called to the subject. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. ALEXANDER M.. DOCKERY, M. o., 
Bouse of Representatives. 
RICHARD OLNEY, 
Attorney- General. 
DEP AR'L'MENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, D. C., February 6, 1895, 
Sm: I have the honor to say in reply to your inquiry-which does not relate, as l 
understand, to cases pendiug iu court and iu charge of the various legal reprel-e11ta-
tives of the Govemmeut-tbat there is no part of tlle current work of the Departmeut 




Hon. ALEXANDER M. DOCKERY, 
House of Rcpre8entatives, City. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT1 
Washington, January 26', 1895. 
Sm: In r<:'ply to your telrgram of the 21st instant, I send you herewith copies of 
tlle revorts of ~uch lnueaus aud offices of this Department as are in arrears with their 
work. The De1 ,artment can arrange to have this work brought up to date without any 
increased clerical force. None of tbe otller bureaus and offices are in arrears. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. A. M. DomrnRY, 
W. McADOO, 
Assistant Secretary. 
Chairman. Joint Committee, etc., 
House of Representatives, Washington, .D. 0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, BUREAU OF NAVIGATION, 
January 23, 1895, 
Sm: Replying to the request for information on the part of the Joint Commission of Congress to 
Inquire into the Laws Organizing the Executive De}_.)artments, I have the honor to report the following 
arrears of work existing in this Bureau: 
Records of officers.-Tbe Bureau was ordered, February 25, 1893, to collect the necessary data and to 
prepare these records. The work is steadily }_.)rogressing, but can not be completed in less than one 
year. 
Permanent recm·d of cnmmunications sent prior to July 1, 1894.-Under the system then in use it was · 
i1:11possiul~, wit_h the cleri~al force allowed! to keep up th~s record; the work is in progress, but the 
time rerimred for completion can not be given. Changes m the methods of work were made July 1 
1894; the current permanent records since that time have been kept up to date. ' 
Recm·ds of enl'isted nien.-Thr,·e hundred and fifty continuous-service cert,ificates await examination 
of records _before issue. One hundred and fiity good-conduct medals await prepa, ation of inscription 
for engravmg, and 150 good-conduct medals await is~ue. With the present force, it will require fully a 
year to get tllis work up to date. · 
The corresponclence and current work reqniring immediate action occnpies the clerical force allowed 
to the Bureau to sncli an extent that the permanent recor<ls are necessarily in arrears. 
Very respectfully, · 
The SECRETARY OF THE NA.VY, 
F. M. RAMSAY, Chief of Bu1·eau . 
22 CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, 
Washington, January 23, 1895. 
MEMORANDUM. 
In response to an inquiry of the joint commission to inquire into ~he status of the laws organizing 
the Executive Departments, respectmg the condition of current business: 
Tlie current work of this office is not, at the present time, materially in arrears. It falls behind 
occasionally, but is from time to time brought up to date, in so far as all business of current importance 
is concerned. 
There are, however, certain matters pertaining to the keeping of the files, indexes, and records, neces-
sary to a proper and efficient administration of the business of the office, which are in arrears. The 
record of summary courts-martial, for example, is more than three years behind. The work on the 
indexing and files is generally more or less, but not very far in arreas. 
A change has just been made in the method of keeping the record of summary courts-martial by 
which the labo:i; upon it is reduced to a minimum. It may be that this improvement will render it pos-
siule to keep this particular record up to date in future. 
Earnest and repeated attempts to bring up the arrearages of work above mentioned have been made, 
uut without entire success, it being found practically impossible to spare clerks from the cmrent work 
of the office a sufficient length of time to bring up arrearages without neglecting the current work 
itself. 
While the work in arrears is not essential it is important and necessary to a prompt and economical 
(lispatch of business, and the office is greatly in need of the services of one additional clerk in order to 
<lispose of arrearages and keep this work up to date. 
SAM C. LEMLY, Judge-Advocate-General. 
The CHIEF CLERK. 
[Second indorsement.] 
OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, January 23, 1895. 
Respectfully returned to the Department. . 
In this office the work is in arrears in the compilation and distribution of information from abroad; 
the extent can not be definitely stated; the principal reason is the lack of copyists. 
· :F. SINGEit, Chief I_ntelligence' Officer. 
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
DEP .A.R'.l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
· Washington, January 30, 1895. 
Sm: In compliance with your request of the 21st instant for '' a statement as to 
the condition of the business of this Department, showing whether any part of the 
Rame is in arrears; if so, in what divisions of the respective bureaus and offices of the 
Department such arrears exist, the extent thereof, and the reasons therefor," there is 
herewith submitted the following: 
OFFICE OF THE SECRET.A.RY. 
DM,wn,. I Corulition of th, bu,ln, ... 
.A.ppointml3nt............ . .... .... . .. . . Practically up to date. Arrears, indexing of miscellaneous letters received. 
Finance .........•••................... No arrears. · 
Lan_ds an~ ~ailr<iads .• ---· .............. Curr~nt work is k~pt up to date. Arrears, ~opying is ?ine months behind. . . 
In<11an atlam~ .........•........ . . ...... No arrears except 1n such cases as are pendmg action m other offices or leg1slat10n. 
Patents and miscellaneous . . .. .... ..... Practically up to date. Arrears, transcribing of letters sent. 
Bo:µ-d of Pension Appeals . ............ Arrears, about 1,000 appeals, motions, etc., pending; has been reduced from 4 965 
during thi,i administration. ' 
Public documents......... ........... .. Somewliat in arrears; perhaps one month would suffice to complete the work. 
Stationery and printing ............ . ... 
1 
Up to date, except the recording of the issue of stationery, which will be recorded 
by February 1. 
Custodian ••••••••••••....•............ Up to date, complete. 
SUMMARY. 
Con idering the condition of the business of the office of the Secretary as a whole 
and iguoring the comparatively unimportant arrears; consisting of indexing and tran~ 
scrihing, tlie work of tllis branch of the Department of the Interior may reaso1rnbly be 
stated as practically up to date. 
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The following is a summary of the reports received from the Bureaus of tbe 
Department. 
Offices and bureaus. 
Office of Assistant Attorney• 
General. 
General Land Office .....••••. 
Office of Indian Affairs ..... . 
Pension Otl.ce .••••••••..•.... 
Patent Office •••••••••••••••. 
Office of Education ......... . 
Office of Commissioner of 
Railroads. 
Condition of the business. 
N t 'th tanding a large increase in the number of cases appealed during the six months 
on,:<~~d~ll" and immediately following_ the iucoming of the new _adm~nistration; the large 
fncrease in miscellaneous matters commg before 1t; the absene:e of _assistant attorl?eys upon 
tli duties for a period equivalent to that of one person for s1~ months; th~1r ause11ce 
gec:~1se of the smallpox invasion for a period ~quivalent to that of one pers?n tor '.1- year-
still this did~ion was, on January 1, 1895, less m arrears, by about two hundred cases, than 
it was on March 4, 189:1. . h • h · l t ·1 b tl The work of nearly all divisions is considerably in arrears, wh1c 1s s own ID < e a1 Y 1e 
report herewith. Besides the arrears particularized the lett~r-press-copy b?oks for the past 
seven ears are yet to be copied into perm:3-nen~ recor~ls. ~he arrearage 1s caused ~y tlie 
ina<leq~ate clerical force and lack of sufflment force of special agents and sur,eyors m the 
Tt:l~ance division keeps up its current work, but reports on old treaties, claims, judgments, 
etc., can not be prompt with present force of clerks. In ten years the work ha~ <louuled 
while only three clerks have been added to fourteen. It ha_s now one cierk detailed from 
auot,her Bureau. In the land division s11-ictly current work 1s not much ID arrears. .All?t 
ment work is behind. In five years the work of the division has been near!~- douuled and _its 
force but sliuhtly increased. 'i'he accounts division has brought up its work and complied 
with act of .?11ly 31, 1894, only by t,he a~sist:i,nce ?f.s~ clerks detailed from an_other Bureau. 
The education division is up to date. '[be files d1v1s10n can hardly keep u,~ with the _vo~ume 
of papers coming to it, which in. the past t~n year~ ~as nearly doubled. Ihe Commissioner 
urges favorable action on his est1ma~e for four ac!d1t10nal c er)rs for t~e ~ureau. 
The bu,1iuess of the Pension llureau, m so far as its n3:ture w1~l perm1t, 1s nearly ~urrent-:-
the best results, under existing conditi!)ns, being att~rned. 'lhe work of the special e~a~m-
nation division i,i more than one year m arrears, owmg to th'3 fact that the appr?pnat1on 
for special examiners in the field is i~adeqnate to meet the. di-man~s of the. service. The 
recent additional appropriation f_or t!'J1s purp_ose, howev~r, w~ll p_er:m.1t of _an mcrease of the 
field force, and a large amount of work now ID arrears m this d1v1s10n will be brought to a 
Nidv:i~fo!at:·arrears. New work is within thirty days. Some judicial work is in arrears, 
considering dates. 
Up to date. 
Up to date. 
Geological Survey ..........• Up to date. . . 
Census Office ...••..••..•••.• Impossiule to make any statement relative to work ID arrears. 
the office is to be abolished, hy law, March 4 next. 
Work is nearing an end, and 
Copies of the report from the head of each Bureau are inclosed, stating in detail the condition of 
the business. · 
Very respectfully, 
HOKE SMITH, Secretary. 
Hon. ALEXANDER M. DOCKERY, 
Chairman of the Joint Conimission of Cong1·ess to Inquire. into the Laws . 
Organizing the Executive Depa1·tments, House of .Representatives. 
[Inclosure No. I.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL, 
Washington, Jan·uary 30, 1895. 
Sm: In compliance with your request of the 21st instant, I submit herewith a statement as to the 
condition of the business of this division, showing to what extent it is in arrears in its work, and the 
reasons therefor. 
The business of this division consists (1) of the.examination and consideration of records in cases 
brought before the Department by appeal froru the Commissioner of the General Land Office-commonly 
spoken of as '' docket cases;" (2) of matters of a miscellaneous character-not '' docket cas_es;" (3) of 
the preparation of opinions upon questions referred to the Assista,nt Attorney-General from the Indian 
Bureau, Pension Office, Patent Office, and other branches of the Department. 
The "miscellaneous" work of the office consists of the consideration of a very large amount of 
work, in character too diverse to be classified-applications for writ of certiorari; request for institu-
tion of suit to set aside patent; reports upon bills referred by committees of Congress with request for 
the opinion of the Department thereon; a,ljnstment of railroad grants; examination of railroad indem-
nity selections, upon application for approval of the same: exarriination of school-land indemnity selec-
tions; examination of the record in town-site cases preparatory to approval of plats; irrigation and 
reservoir mattns; contracts for surveys; matters connected with forest reservations, Indian reserva-
tiom1, abandoned military reservations, etc. The amount of ''miscellaneous" matters coming before the 
division has very greatly increaHe«l within the last two years. This is considered. and treated as" cur-
rent work," and is dealt with promptly upon the receipt of the record by the division. The same is 
trne of the applications mafle to the Assistant Attorney-General for his opinion. Upon neither of these 
two classes of work is the division in arrears. 
The preparation of opinions by the Assistant Attorney-General (whether prepa-rerl by bi_m personally 
or by one of the assistant attorneys) and tlte consideration of "miscellaneous" questions is the work of 
the same officials who would otherwise be employed in the consideration of" docket cases" which are at 
once laid aside, for the time being, until such question or decision can ~oe prepared. H~nce the large 
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increase of miscell:rneous busines tends to delay the decision of "docket cases." It is therefore only in 
the matter of "docket cases" that the division is now in arrears. 
The reasons why the di~ision is in arrears in regard to this class of its work can not be learly et 
forth without a brief resume of the work for a few years last paRt. 
When the present Administration came into power, on March 4, 1893, the division was dealing with 
cases that had been transmitted from the General Land Office on appeal during the month of Augu t, 
1 92. Exactly when it should be considered "in arrears" in its work is a matter of question. In view 
of the time allowed by departmental regulations for the filing of briefs by contesting parties it certainly 
could not be so considered if it disposed during October of appea1stransmitted during August. It could 
only be considered in arrears a mouth if it disposed during November of the cases received in August. 
Upon this basis of calculation, when this Administration came into power in March, 1893, it was five 
mouths in arrears of its work. 
On the 1st of January, 1895, the division was considering cases transmitted to the Department in 
January, 1894; hence, upon the same basis of calculation as before, it was ten months in arrears of 
its work. 
This bald and unqualified statement, however, if left unexplained, would convey a very false idea 
regarding the efficiency of the office, for several reasons: 
(1) During the calendar year ending December 31, 1890, there were sent from the General Land Office 
to the Department on appeal 1,697 cases, which was about the averao-e for several years preceding that 
date. During the year ending December 31, 1891, there were sent up 1,893 cases. During the year ending 
December 31, 1892, there were sent up 2,226 cases, between 400 and 500 more than the avera~e of several 
preceding years. The larger half of this enormous influx was yet unacted upon by this division when 
the new administration took possession on March 4, 1893. Indeed, this sudden increase of appeals was 
largely the resnlt of the incoming of a new administration. In August, 1892, there were 147 cases sent 
up on appeal; in September, 192 cases; in ·october, 173 cases; in November, 197 cases. The November 
election showed that a change in administration would take place in a few months, and in DecemlJer 
243 cases were sent up; in January, 228 cases; in February, 328 cases; in March, 205 cases. In April 
the number receded to the former average of 170 cases. This large increase in the number of appeals, 
in the hope that decisious more favorable to the appellants than had previously been the rule might be 
obtained, is the customary ex-perience upon the advent of every new administration. The number of 
appeals during the year e1H:li11g December 31, 1893, was also larger than ever before, excepting in 1892. 
The division had only the ~ame number of assistant attorneys to deal with 4,333 cases appealed in 1892 
and 1893 that it had to deal with 3,590 cases appealed in 1890 and 1891. 
(2) Upon the incoming of the new administration the number of motions for review was also 
largely increased. Without occupying space to give exact figures, it may be said in a sentence that more 
motions for review were filed within four months after the advent of the present administration than 
had been tiled dnring the preceding year. 
(3) Under the new administration a reorganization of the force of the division was gradually made 
until eleven of the seventeen assistant attorneys had been replaced by new appointees. However effi-
cient these new appointees might be, or however well informed in the fundamental principles of law, it 
necessarily required a cousi,lerable time for them to familiarize themselves with the departmental rules 
of practice, and the special statutes relating to the questions coming before , he Department. 
(4) A part of the force of the division has been absent in the performance of other duties for a consider-
able portion of the time. Thus, Mr. Womack was detailed to supervise the opening of the Cherokee Strip; 
he started from Washington for Oklahoma August 25, 1893, and was absent a month. Again in the fall of 
189-1 he was detailed to represent the Government in the prosecution of alleged fraud and conspiracy in 
the Ashland district, Wisconsin, and his duties in connection with this matter occnpied a month. Mr. 
Millsaps was detailed to represent the Government in the matter of the claims of certain Indians at the 
Pine Riclge Agency. He left Washington September 13 and returned December 12, 1890, having bAen 
ab-;ent three months. Other members of the force have been detailed to attend to matters disconnected 
with the dnties oft.his division, the aggregate absence from this cause being more than six months. 
(5) In October, 1894, smallpox broke out in the division, as a result of which the entire force was, 
for imperative sanitary reasons, prohibited from entering the building from October 26 until November 
4, inclusive. On account of the condition of the rooms infested by the contagion, the necessity for 
fumigating, renovating-, recarpeting, etc., it was another week before work could be resumed by any 
portion of the force. Two of the assistant attorneys, who acquired the disease, were necessarily absent 
on that account for seventy days each; a third, in whose family it appeared, was absent thirty days; 
and the aggregate time necessarHy lost from this cause amounted to three hundred and sixty-eight days, 
or more than the equivalent of one year's work for one assistant attorney. 
(6) Although, as already stated, this division was, ou March 4, 1893, considering cases that had been 
sent to the Department on appeal in August, 1892, yet there were a large number of cases that had been 
sent np prior to August that had not yet been consid11red and disposed of. For instance: 
On A.ugnst 2, 1888, the Department rendered a decision in the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad 
Company v. Guilford Miller (see 7 L. D., 100), involving a number of important questions. A motion 
for review of said case was filed, and from that date forward action upon all cases involving the ques-
tions in issue in that case was suspended. These questions were not :finally disposed of until the rendi-
tion of departmental decisions in the case of Cole v. the Northern Pacitic Railroad Company, July 7, 
1893 (17 L. D., 8); Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. McMahan, November 4., 1893 (17 L. D., 507); 
and the same v. Jennie L. Davis, July 25, 1894 (18 L. D., 87). Upon the rendition of the decisions above 
named, nearly or quite 300 cases that had been transmitted upon appeal prior to Angust, 1892, but had 
been suspended to await action on the test cases named, were released from suspension, and have since 
been decided. 
Among the cases transmitted in August, 1892, were more than 200 involving the question as to 
whether or not the "Lassen County desert-land" act of March 3, 1875, was repealed by the amendatory 
act of March 3, 1891. The statement that the division was only "five mouths in arrears" would carry 
with it the inference that these cases had been disposed of prior to March 4, 1893. In fact, the test 
case of Thomas R. Grindley was not decided until May 31, 1893 (16 L. D., 467), after which the 
remaining 200 cases of the same character were decided. 
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March 1, 1888, the Department rendered :l' dec~sion in the case of Smith Hatfield (6 L. D., ~57).; 
relative to the rio-ht of members of the Missouri Home Guards to make entry under the soldiers 
additioual homestiad law. A motion for review was filed, which was not decided until July 7, 1893 
(17 L. D., 79). After that a large number of "Missouri Home Guard cases,: were released, which had 
been sent up on appeal prior to August, 189~. . . . . . . 
On the 4th of March 1893, there were m this division, suspended to await action upon test cases, 
uetween six and seven hu~dred·cases that had been transmitted to the Department on appeal more than 
six months before. The statement that in March, 1893, the division was considering cases that had 
Leen transmitted during the preceding August, did not carry with it the assumption that the division 
was at that date only ":five months in arrears ''-not by the amount ?f ti?1e necessary to exami~e a~d 
consider these six or seven hundred cases. They have been dealt with smce March 4, 1893, which, m 
part, explains why the division is now ten mo_nths in arrears_. . . . . 
Enouo-h has been said to show that the fact that the division is at a given date at work upon a 
certain nfonth's installment of transmitted cases is a very incorrect and unfair basis of comparison. 
A much more just and accurate method would be to inquire into the number of cases actually disposed of. 
No record is kept of the exact number of cases examined and prepared for the Secretary's signature 
by this division. As soon as decisions are prepared they are sent to the Secretary, by whom they are 
signed upon due examination, at his earliest convenience thereafter. Hence, as a general rule, a state-
ment df the number of cases signed by the Secretary during a given period covering a series of months 
or years furnishes an approximately correct criterion of the number of cases prepared for his signature. 
The records of the Department show that on March 4, 1893, there were pending before the Department, 
on appeal from the General Land Office 2,017 docket cases not then decided. On December 31, 1894, 
there were pending on appeal from said office 1,797 cases not then decided. The Department, there-
fore, so far as signed cases were concerned, was less in arrears by 219 cases on the 31st of December, 
1894, than it was on the 4th of March, 1893. The same was approximately true with regard to the work 
of this division. 
In other words, notwithstanding a very large increase in the number of cases appealed during the 
year preceding and following the advent of the new administration, the large increase in motions for 
review, the large increase in miscellaneous matters coming before the division for consideration, the 
appointment of new · assistant attorneys comparatively inexperienced in departmental practice, the 
absence of assistant attorneys upon other duties for which they had been detailed, for a period equivalent 
to that of one person for six months, their absence on account of the smallpox invasion for a period 
equivalent to that of one person for a year, still this division was on December 31, 1894, less in arrears 
by more than 200 cases than it was on the 4th of March, 1893. 
With an office force that has now become familiar with the practice of the Department, and in case 
of no unusual absence on their part because of necessary detail on other duties, or from unavoidable 
casualty, I see no reason why this division may not r easonably expect to be able to report by the 1st of 
January, or, at most, by the 4th of March, 1897, that it is in no degree in arrears with its work. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN I. HALL, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
.A.Sbistant Attorney Genel'al. 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., January 24, 1895. 
Srn: I have received by reference from the Department a copy of a communication fr◊m the chair-
man of the Joint Committee of Congress to Inquire into the Laws Organizing the Executive Depart-
ments, requesting to be furnished with a statement as to the condition of the business of their offices 
showing whether any part of it is in arrears, the extent thereof, and the reasons therefor. · ' 
In reply I have t"!ie honor to state that the following is a summary of the condition of the business 
of the office as compiled from the reports made to me by the respective chiefs of division. 
Dinision B, recorder.-Three thousand patents to be written. 
D~v~s~on O, pu~lic lands.-1Tnanswered letter~, 1,500; unadjudicated final entries, all classes, 19,516 . 
. Division.p,priva_te land clairns._-Unsettledpnvate lanclclaims, 3,117; donation claims, 90; indemnity 
scnp, 52; scrip locations, 872; Indian allotments awaiting patent, 1,429. Indian allotment contests 318 
· Division E, sitrveying.-One hundred and eighty-eight returns from examiners andsurveyors-g;nerai 
not yet acted upon. 
Division F,. railr~ad.-Unadjudicated grants to railroads and wagon roads, 200,000,000 acres, requiring 
several years time with present force. Right-of-way ~rants to railroads, canals, ditches, and reservoirs, 
two and a half months, and docket cases ten months m arrears. 
Division G, preemptions, townsites, etc.-Townsite entries pending 7 763 • contest cases pendin(J' 250 · 
entries in Alaska pending, 14. ' ' ' 0 ' ' 
D~v~s~on H, contests.-Nine hun~re~ and seventy-six contests pending. 
. Div~sion K, swamp lands.-UnadJud1cated swamp-land claims of States, 5,068,947 acres, and cash and 
mdem!l~t:y cases, 1,9~7,414 acres; Sta~e grants, 1,241,864 acres. 
. Divi~ion L, d1·afti'f!g,-The work m relation to the construction of railroad withdrawal maps, mak-
mg drw!1?ate township plats to supp~y_local land offices, and general routine work is in arrears . 
. D!v!s!on M, a~counts.-N ow exammmg and adjusting accounts of quarter ending December 31, 1894. 
D!v!s!on N, min~al.-One th?nsand four.hundred and ni_nety-two mineral entries on suspended files. 
Division ~, spemal agents.-Fie]dwork of agents much m arrears for lack of sufficient force and 
many coml?l~mts of fraudu~ent entries and timber trespasses entirely unacted upon: ' 
. _I?- addition to the specdic work of the respective divisions·reported in arrears, there are in every 
divis10n the letter press copyb?oks ~or the past seven years, which must eventually be transcribed into 
perm~nent rec~rds. ~bey consist of about 1,700 volmnos of 500 pages eacb, oi: 850,000 pages, which it 
1s estimatecl will require the services of eighty copyists for two and one-half years. 
S.Rep. 2-36 
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The arrearao-e of work in tbe General Land Office is c_aused ~y tbe inadequate cJcrical force and the 
lack of a ufli ·i nt force of special ageuts and surve~·ors m the field. 
Very re p ctfully, s. w. LAMOREUX, Commissioner. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure No. 3.J 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERTOR1 OFFICE OF INDIA...~ AFFAIRS, 
Washington, January 25, 1895. 
Sm: By reference of th~ Depart~e1;1t I have the honor to _be .in receipt of req_uest of Hon. fl .. M. 
Dockery chairman of the Jomt Comm1ss1on of Congress to Inqmre mto the Status of Laws Orgamzmg 
the Exe~utive Departments, etc., for a statement as to the con<lition of the business of this Bureau, 
"showing whether any part of the same is in arrears; if so, in what divisions " * * such arrears 
exist the extent thereof, and the reasons therefor." 
I~ reply I respectfully present the following statement as to the work of this Bureau. In the finance 
divisiou the strictly current work is practically up to date or is only slightly in arrears. This current 
work varies greatly in amount at di:tfer~nt seasons of the. year, but. under the most favorable circum-
stances it can be kept up to date only with the greatest difficulty with the present force of emplo~·ees. 
Other import1.1int work, though not strictly'' current," such as reports in regard to old treaties, claims, 
appropriations, etc., which are constantly being called for; also work in connection with the payment 
of jurlgments anil old claims rendered necessary by recent legislation, requires snch painstaking and 
intelligent investigation that it bas been found impracticable to do the work promptly. In fact the 
work of the division could not have been brought up to its present state if one or more clerks had not 
been detailed to this office from other bureaus to give the needed assistance. The reasons for this con-
dition of affairs may readily be shown. For illstance, all Indian claims and contracts are acted upon in 
thiH division. In 1884 3,532 claims and 288 contracts required action, and in 1894 6,987 claims and 576 con-
tracts required action, so that in ten years the work of the finance division, in these as well as in other 
respects, has been doubled, while to its force of fourteen clerks in 1884 only three have been adrled during 
the ten years. 
The land division of this Bureau considers all matters relatiI.1g to Indian lands and' questions of law 
involved in the management of Indians, either in their tribal or individual capacity or in their relations 
with the whites, and in later years has added a large amouut of work connected with the a1lotrne11t of 
Indian lands. The strictly current work of this division is not seriousl.Y in arrear:.,. This is not true in 
regard to the allotment work, particularly that relating to nonreservation Indians. It will engage the 
time of one efficient clerk five or six months to dispose of the pending allotments to nonreservation 
Indians, bnt the other work of the division will not allow the as~ignment of a clerk exclusively to this 
work for so long a period. Two years ago the depredation division in this Bureau was abolished and 
its work was assigned to tbe land division. The letter books of the division show that its correspond-
ence for the year 1894 was nearly double that for the year 1889, yet the clerical force ha_s scarcely been 
increased since 1889. To bring the correspondence work of this division up to date, and keep it so, will 
req•1ire at least two additional clerks. 
The principal work of the accounts diir,,-ision is tlte examination of the cash and property accounts of 
the agents and other disbursing officers of the Inilian Bureau. In addition it has charge of the distri-
bution of annuities, moneys, and supplies, the supervision of agency employees, instructions to newly 
appointed agent8 and otl.Jer disbursing officers, etc. All the work, except the examining of accounts, is, 
as a rule, up to date. The examining of accounts under the requiremeuts of the act of Jnly 31, 1894-, is 
also practically up to date at present, but this result has been secnred by the assista,nce of six clerks 
who have been detailed to the Bureau for the last six months. If these clerks should be retnrned to 
their respective offices the work would fall behind, and the requirements of the act above referred to 
could not be complied with. 
In th(\ education division, which has charge of Indian schools, the work is up to date. The increase 
in school work since 1885 is concretely shown by the following: 
Year. 
1885 .......................................... ······ ------ ................. ·••···· 









Fr?m its force of a chief, one cle~k, and two copyists in 1885, it has gradually grown to a force of 
one chief, four derks, and three copyists. · · 
The general increase of the work in the Bureau is, perhaps, best shown by comparative statistics 
as to the work in the files division: 
Letters. --- ..................... --- ............... ___ :_ . ............................. -····· ···-- ..•... ___ .. 
.A.nthoritie1:1 ..................... -· ................................................... -· -·· ............... . 
Claims ......... ___ ............... ___ .. __ ............. __ .................. _ .. _ ..... ____ ..• _.•., ________ ···-· 












Total •••.... •.• .. - - - •.•••••••••••••••••••••• - •. -•••..•••• - • _.................... ••• • • • • •• • • • • •• •• • • • l!71 555 70,163 
Number of clerks, S. 
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ork of the files division is not badly in arrears, but w!th the in?r.easing v_olume of papers 
'.fhe_w . •t ·n not be ossible to keep up with the work without additional assistance. 
comrng mto r l d Wl bmittelto Cono-ress est'imatesfor an addition of four clerks to the clerical force of 
h 
IHhave a read lyms~st eniphatically~ uro-e that they receive favorable action on the part of Congress. t e ureau, an ' i:, 
Th ·r services are absolutely needed. . . . 
e~h h t r of the work performed in the various divisions of the Indian Bureau will be found rn 
. e c arac ; 8 to l26 of the volume entitled "Methods of Business in the Department of the Inte-
ii~~a}} i!Ja~e;eport of the Secretary of the Interior to the select committee of the · UD:ited. St3:tes Sen-
t ' · gt d i·n pursuance of a resolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, to mqmre mto and a e, appom e f" h E t· D t t P-xaruine the records of business an_d work o t e xecu 1ve epar men s. 
Very respectfully your obedient servant, D. M. BROWNI~G:, 
' Commissioner. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure No. 4.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU 01!' PENSIONS, 
Washington, Jan,uary 24, 1895. 
Srn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference_of the 2~st instan~, o_f a com-
mm~ication addressed to you on the same date by Hon. A. M. Dockery, chairman Jo~nt Comm1ss10n, etc., 
requesting a statement as to ~he condit_io? _of the business of th~s Bureau, and showm~ whether any part 
of same is in arrears; if so, m what divis10ns such arrear,i exist, the extent thereof, and the reasons 
therefor. . · . f • t ill 
I have the honor to state that the business incident to this Bureau, m so ar as its na ure w per-
mit, is nearly current, the best results under existing condition~ be~ng attained. . . 
While the pension policy of the Government has been formrng 11;to a more perfect_ system, it 1s bnt 
proper to ~assert that t~e opera~ion~ of the _Bu~eau have been growmg _more methodical, and a clo_ser 
analysis and more cautious apphcat10n of pr1°:c1ples have been emploJ'.e~ m _the work generally, resultmg 
in more fixed principles of harmony and act10n. A vast amoun_t of IDJUSt1ce ~as been done the ... ~ureau 
of late by statements pretending to sho~v that the work was bemg u~necessanly retard~~; thav 1t '!as 
being permitted to accumulate to an unlimited degree, and that there 1s a backward conmt10n of a:ffaus. 
These statements are not borne out by the facts as they exist. I have not undertaken to answer these 
criticisms or destrov these delusions, for the reason that the records of this Bureau are always open to 
investigation by properly accredited persons. 
The general policy of the Bureau in the administration of the pension laws is to ad?pt that con-
struction which is· the manifest letter and spirit of the statutes themselves, while forbearmg to impose 
upon the beneficiaries of the Government any unr_easonable or unwarranted demands; yet, on the other 
hand, relaxiug nothing of what the law absolutely requires, and exacting a substantial compliance 
with such rules and regulations as are deemed essent.ial to guard against the admission of fraudulent or 
improper claims. 
It may be proper to state, however, that the work of the special examination division is more than 
one year in ;:i,rrears, for the reason that the appropriation for the payment of special examiners in the 
field is inadequate to meet the demands of the service and bring the work up to a current date. 
I regret to say that the correspondence of the Bureau with Members of Congress in regard to the 
status of pension claims has not always been kept as nearly current as is desirable and as has been 
directed because of the immense number of requests made by Senators and Members for the condition 
of claims. Members of Congress correspond with the Bureau in regard to claims pending therein with 
a view to having such claims brought to a speedy adjudication to the detriment of all other claims of 
a like character. The number of applications for status is so great that if the claims to which they 
relate were drawn from the :files and a proper statement of the status given from day to day as received 
1t would occupy so much time of the examiners as to seriously interfere with the adjudication of claims 
and result in a denial of justice to thousands of claimants. The number of Congressional calls received 
is often very nearly 1,000 per day. In the effort to answer from day to day as many status calls as · 
possible, injustice is done to many claimants having original applications pending and whose claims, 
on account of the correspondence incident to Congressional calls, can not be promptly reached. This 
will account in a great measure for the accumulation of work in the adjudicating divisions of this 
Bureau. 
I am of the opinion that if these Congressional calls for status could be avoided, especially in new 
disability and increase cases, the work of this Bureau would be greatly accelerated, and that within a 
reasonable time the work of adjudication would be ·current, and with that condition existing 
Congresional calls would be unnecessary, Members of Congre!'ls generally would be relieved of the 
burden ~vith which they are now taxed, mnch unjust criticism of the Bureau would be avoided, and in 
its place would be manifested a more agreeable appreciatiqn of the work of its officers and clerks 
whose every effort is being brought to bear upon the prompt and proper adjudication of the severai 
classes of claims now pending in the Bureau. 
All cases ~hat are r~ady f~r adjudication are pr?mptly dispose~ of. Apparent delays are usually the 
result of negligence or mabi~1ty o~ the part of_ cla1ma~ts and their attorneys to supply evidence neces-
s~ry_to the allo~ance of their clauns, aft_er bemg notified-often repeatedly-of the necessity for fur-
mshmg such evidence. Such calls for evidence are made as promptly and with as much of detail and. 
clearness as ca;n be done,. although perhaps that cl_ass of work i~ retarded and disturbed more than any 
other by the time taken m answermg "Congress10n:tl calls." As before indicated the Bureau is now 
more behi~d. on work in t_he_ special examina_tion division than in any other; and' with the aid of tho 
recent add1t10nal appropriat10n I purpose to mcrease the field force of that division as much as possi-
ble during the remainder of the present fiscal year. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
WM, LoCHREN, Commissioner. 
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[Inclosure No. 5. J 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 
Washington, January 22, 1895. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknow ledg-e the r~ceipt, by c'.ep_artm~ntal reference, of a _cop;v of a telegram 
from Hon. . M. Dockery, cbairmau of the Jomt Conrn11ss10n of qongress to lnqmre into the ~aws 
Organizin c!' the Executive Departments, req.u~sti~J~ a statement sbowmg wLethe~ 3:ny p3:rt of the lms1_ness 
of thi, department is in arrears. Cou1plymg w1tn your reqnest as to the cond'lt1on of the work of the 
Pat nt ffic , I beg to say that there ii> no d_iv_ision ~n.t~is o~ce ~b~re th_e work is in arre~rs, proper~y 
speaking. The new work in all the exarnmrng d1v1s1ons 1s vy1thrn tliut~ days. There are certarn 
branche of judicial work, however, wh!ch ~ay1 perhaps, be oonsHlt:red to ue m_arrears when mere dates 
are in quet1tion, but this is not th_e cnter10n 1_n sucfl work. It 1s not practicable for the appellate 
triuunals to decide appealed cases m the order m which they are heard. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The ECHETAHY OF THE IXTEIUOR. 
· JOHN s. · SEYMOUR, Conimissione1·. 
[Inclo:sure No. 6.J 
DEPARTME.N"T OF THE INTERIOR, 
Ol➔'FICE OF EDUCATION, 
Washington, January 26, 18.95. 
SIR: In compliance with your reqnest of tho 21!<t inst.mt, rega:rding the condition of business in this 
Burnau I have the honor to state that the work of the Bureau of Education is essentially up to date. 
' I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obeJ.ient servant, 
The SECRJITARY OF THE l:N"TERIOR. 
W. T. HARRIS, Cornniissioner. 
[Inclosure No. 7,1 
DEPART::\rnNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0F.FIC.l<} 01<' COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS, 
Washington, January 22, 1895. 
Sm: In compli:mce with the request of the Depar~ment, dated January 21, I have the honor to report 
that the current work of this Bureau is not in arrears. · 
The bookkeepers are at present engaged in the preparation of a statement, in detail, for .the use of 
a member of the House Committee on Pacific Railroads, showing (1) the United States requirements 
from the bond-aided companies under the acts of 1862, 1864; and 1878; and (2) thti amount of credits for 
transportation services rendered and cash payments on aecount of 1,he 5 per cent of net earnings, to as 
late a date as the account ca,n be brought down. Th is work involves considerable labor, as the accounts 
have beeo twice restated; once under a decision of the Conrt of Claims, in 1885, and again in 1891, in 
accordance with a df',CiRion of the United States Snpreme Court (138 U. S., 84). 
Ver)' respectfully , 
The SECHETAliY 01r THE I.NTERIOR. 
WADE HAMPTON, Commissioner. 
[Inclosure No. 8.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GEOLOGIC~ SURVEY, 
Washington, Janua1·y 24, 1895. 
Srn: Referring to the inquiry of the chairman of the Dockery Joint Commission for information 
a to the coll<lition of the business of the Depa.rtment, and to your instructions, conveyed through the 
chief clerk, for compliance, so far as the inquiry a.pplies to this office, I have the honor to report that 
the work of tlii Bureau is, on the whole: well advanced and np to date. The clerical force is hardly 
adequate to m~et the demands upon it, but. it has been possible, by careful managerneut, to prevent 
arrears of any importance. 
I am, with respect, CHAS. D •. WALCOTT, Director. 
The SECHETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure No. 9. J 
DEPAR-i'M1, T OF THE INTERIOR, CENSUS OFFICE, 
WaBhington, Janua1·y 23, 1895. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a commnnicatiou from Hon. A. M. Dockery, 
chairman Joint Commi ",ion, etc., referred to me 'On the 21st instant for information relative to tbe Cen-
ns Office. 
. In r ply I would say that the work of the Census Office is nraringan enu. The office is to be abol-
ished by law on the 4th of March next. As its work is not routine in any respect, it is impossible to make 
any statement relative to work in arrears; it is all ueing pushed with the utmost efficiency of the office 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. IlOKE SMITH, Secretarv of the Interior. 
CARROLL D. WRIGHT, 
CommiBBioner of Labor, in Charge. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
UNITED STATES DEPAR'JMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. O., February 6, 1895. 
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Sm: Your telegram of the 21st of ,J:1nuary, requesting a report on'' t:11~ con~ition 
of the business of this Department. showmg whether any p:1rt of the same 1s ~n arrears, 
the extent thereof, and the reason therefo:," w~s duly received. The followrng report 
is respectfully submitted in accordance with this request: . . . . 
An order was issued on the day Y?ur tel~gram was re_ceiyed ?Ire_ctmg the ch1~f. of 
each bureau and division to institute 1mmedrnt_ely a careful rnqmr.y mt'? the c?nd1t10n 
of the office under his care and to make a written report thereof at his earhest con-
venience. The reports are summarized as follow_s: . . , . . 
Bureau of A.nirnal Industry.-The work of this Bureau d1v1des itself mto two parts, 
viz: The business of inspection " of live cattle, hogs, and the carcasses a~d products 
thereof which are the subjects of interstate a~d forei~~ commerce," and the ot~er purely 
business operations of the office .. None of ~his wo_rk 1~ m arrea:s. The sec?nd important 
division of work of this Bureau 1s that of mvestigatmg the diseases of ammals, such as 
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosi~, and sheep scab! and the rnethod_s of preventing. and 
curing the same. This scientific work can not, hke t_he pur~ly_busme~s work, be smd to 
belong strictly to any ?a:Y or month, but as far as 1t_does 1t 1s not rn arrears. th?ugh 
there is much yet rernammg- to be done, and always will be. On the whole the busmess 
of this Bureau may be said to be fully up to date. 
Division of statistics.-The chief of this division reports, under date of January 22, 
that'' the work oft.his division is not in arrears." 
Seed division.-The work of this division is strictly a business one, and the chief 
reports that all branches of it are up to date. 
Division of accounts and disbnrsing office.-The business of this division is fu1Iy up 
to date in all the several details; a position which we believe can be maintained in the 
future with slight variation. · 
O.ffice of experirnent stations.-It is the duty of this office to_ carry into effect the act 
establishing agricultural experiment stations in connection with the colleges in the sev-
eral States and Territories (act approved July 2, 1862, and the acts supplementary 
thereto) and to compile the results of the work of these statfons for the information of 
the farmers, teachers of agriculture, and workers in the institutes of the country. As far 
as these include any duties to be ,performed at specific times, the work of the office is not 
in arrears. The extent and the character of the work undertaken each year and the size 
of the publications prepared is duly determined by the amount of the appropriation made 
for the maintenance of the office during any given :fiscal year. In view of the great 
increase in the amount of work done by the stations, and the number of their publica-
tionR, and especially in view of the additional duties laid upon this office by the appro-
priation act for the fiscal yPar endin·g June 30, 1895, in relation to the supervision of the 
expenditures of the experiment stations, the Secretary of Agriculture has asked for an 
increase of $5,000 in the appropriation for the office for the next fiscal year. 
Division of records and editing,_:.It is the duty of this division to edit and prepare 
for publication, and overlook tbe publishing, of all of the reports, bulletins, and other 
documents issued from the Department, including the farmers' bulletins issued to 
Congressmen, and it also looks to the preparation and purchase of illustrations for 
these publi~ations. The work of the division is somewhat, thoug-h not seriously, in 
arrears, owmg to tbe very large alI\ount of business that comes to it 'at this season of 
the year. The an~ual report for 1894, reports of the different bureaus and divisions, 
the farmer's bulletms, and many other publications that come in at the beginning of 
the year make this the busiest season in this division. The division has also suffered 
somewhat from the reduction of its force by one man. This will be remedied by the 
next appropriation bill. 
Document and folding room.-This office is very much embarrassed for want of 
larger and_ better q_ua;rters for storing the publicatioi:is and folding and preparing them 
for the mails; but 1t 1s, nevertheless, not m arrears rn any serious particular. It has 
been able to keep up with its business by the aid of details from other divisions and 
the use of other buildings. · . 
Division of gardens and grounds.-It is the duty of this division to care for the gar-
dens, greenhouses, and grounds of the Department, and to propagate scions, cuttings 
plants, etc., and also to prepare the same for distribution. An investigation show~ 
that the work of the division is not in arrears. 
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Office of road inquiry.-Itisthe dutyoftbisoffice to "make inquirie_s in re_gar~tot~e 
y tern of road management throughout the United States, to make mvest1gat10ns_ m 
r o-ard to the be t method of road making, and to prepare, print, an<l publish bullet1!1 s 
and r port on these subjects." The office having been so lately established, the details 
of the work to be done are not yet well defined. Its work is of a nature that it can not 
have a date and may continue until all of the roads in .America and the syst~~ of ro~d 
management are fully perfected. So far as the w?rk of the office has a date: 1t 1s no~ m 
arrear . The chief difficulty met has been not gettrng complete and accurate rnformat10n 
thr ugh purely voluntary agencies, the office not having sufficient fun?s to pay 3:gen~s 
in securing all of its information. On the whole, the work of the office 1s progressmg m 
a manner fairly satisfactory. 
Office of irrigation inquiry.-The duty of this office is to collect information as tc• 
the best modes of agriculture by irrigation, and its work is of the same general nature 
as that of the office of road inquiry just described. The officer in charge reports that 
the "busin~ss" of his office is up to date. Owing in part to the novelty of the under-
taking and vastness of the subject, these investigations are not as well advanced as 
we should desire . 
. Museum.-lt is the duty of the museum to collect, classify, and name cereals; 
collect and model fruits, vegetables, and other plants, and prepare the same for exhi-
bition, and keep a catalogue of them. The curator in charge reports that his office is 
squarely up with the work and that no part of it is in arrears except the catalogue, 
which wait upon the further adjustment of models of fruits in the immediate care of 
the division of pomology. This division is at work upon this collection. and will have 
it iu order in due time. Its present disorganjzed condition is due largely to the fact 
that the large part of the collection was exhibited at Chicago and has only recently 
been returned from the fair held at San Francisco. 
The work of the scientific divisions, which is summarized next, is chiefly one of 
investigation into the various natural sciences pertaining to agriculture and the natural 
resources of the country. This work can not have a date; as much is undertaken in 
each line in each year as the appropriations will allow, and the investigations so 
undertaken are pushed to completion as -rapidly as the c011ditions thereof will permit. 
So far as these divisions have any work that may be described as business in contradis-
tinction to scientific investigations it is not in arrears. 
Division of forestry.-The correspondence and other business of this division is only 
a few days fo arrears. The work of compiling and preparing · reports for publication 
has been more or less delayed on account of the deficient force which the appropria-
tions allow. .For this reason $5,000 additional was asked for in the estimates for 1896. 
Division of chemistry.-The business of this division is slightly in arrears on account 
of in ufficient clerical force. The chief of the division reports that he has "only one 
clerk, of class one, who is also a stenographer, and when this person is ill or absent the 
clerical work of the division is stopped. .A.n additional stenographer and typewriter, 
who is familiar with clrnmical terms, is needed." 
Divis-ion of entomology.-No part of the business of this division is in arrears. 
Division of pomology.-Owing to the iusufficient clerical force and of available 
printing fund , several important bul1etins and reports remain 1;1n:finished in this division 
and unpublished. The other work of this division is uot in arrears. Congress has been 
a ked to make a slight atlditional appropriation for this business and also an increase 
in the appropriation for the printing of tbis Department, which would cover the publi-
cation of the bulletins and reports above referred to. 
D~v~s~on of vege~able pathology.-The business of this division is fully up to date. 
Division of ornithology and mammalogy.-Tbe chief of tbis division reports "no 
part of the work of this division ii:; in arrears, except a single bulletin (Fauna No. 6). 
~he delay in _completing this builetin is due, in part, to the large amount of work 
mvolv~d. ~nd, m pa~t, to pressure of matters of more direct economic importance." 
-Divi ion of agricultural soils.-N one of the business of this division is in arrears. 
Division of botany.-The chief of this division reports that "the work which has 
accumulate~ for several years past in mounting herbarium specimens has so far pro-
gressed durmg the past year that by the encl of the next three months it will all, or 
nearly _all, be up to date." This delay ~as due to the cramped quarters in wlJicu. the 
herbarrnm wa 'tored. It has been relieved by the removal of the her barium to better 
quarter in the ati~al foseum bujJding. The botanist adds further: "Several manu-
script report whicb,_for want of editorial help, conld not be finally prepared for the 
press, have been put mto proper condition for publication, and the remainder of these 
reports are expected to be similarly finished within the next two months. No other 
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work of the division of botany now in progress is in arrears." The delay in the prepa-
ration of the reports referred to was due, in par~: to the dea~h of the for~er chief and, in 
part to the want of additional clerical help, whrnh was prov1ded some six months ago. 
'weather Bureau.-The folJowing statement is supplied by the chief of the 
Weather Bureau: 
In the forecast division the following work is in arrears: The verification of the 
p. m. official forecasts issued_ from this office from !ebruary to Decem~er, 1894, 
inclusive; the p. m. forecasts 1~sued ~t the San Francisco and Por~land offices fr_otn 
January to December, 1894, mclus1ve; the a. m. forecasts, official and practice, 
prepared at this office during November and December, 1894, and the a. m. forecasts 
issued at Chicago from June to December, 1894; the verification of the wind-sig1ial 
orders issued from this ·office and Chicago from September to December, 1894, and 
the cold-wave-signal orders issued at this office and Chicago from October to 
December, 1894. · 
The reason for the arrears in this division is the large amount of additional verifi-
cation work during the year, entailed by the examinations for the positions of professor 
and forecast official in the Weather Bureau held in January, .April, .August, and Sep-
tember of 1894, and the increase in the number of officials making forecasts for practice, 
coupled with the decrease in the division force caused by the transfer of a clerk on 
November 16, .1894, to the new work recently taken up in connection with sanitary 
climatology. The official in charge reports that this work can be brought up by the 
assignment of an additional clerk. 
Iu the division of records and meteorological data the work of examining the monthly 
barogrnph and thermograph forms (numerical values for each hour of the day) for Sep-
tember, October, and November, 1894, and the telegraphic cipher reports for October 
and November, 1894, is in arrears, owing to the calls made upon this division for 
special services-compiling miscellaneous climatic data, etc.- and because of a reduc-
tion in its clerical force by transfer to the sanitary section. The delayed work in this 
case may all be brought up and kept at that point by the detail of one efficient clerk to 
replace the one so transferred. 
In the publications division, as a whole, the work is about one month in arrears on 
account of unavoidable absence on the part of the employees in that section, as well 
as the daily increasing demands upon the division due to the fact that practically all 
printing work for the Bureau is now executed in the printing room of this office, instead 
of being divided between our own compositors and the Government Printing Office. 
Some of the important work behind in this division. is that relating to the issue of the 
Monthly Weather Review, due to the want of manuscript, which the editor of this pub-
lication bas been unable to promptly furnish the printer by reason of other special calls 
upon him; the text of Bulletin C (Rainfall and Snow in the United States); the proceed-
ings of the Chicago Meteorological Congress, and the printing of necessary forms for 
the use of various stations. · 
With the exception of work pertaining to the indexing of the bibliography of mete-
orology, which was practically abandoned during the past year owing to the decrease 
in the clerical force of the library~ the work of the librarian is up to date. 
In the office of the-assistant stationery and property clerk the work pertaining to 
accou~ting for public .property and the making of semiannual returns, verifying aud 
checkmg semiannual reports from observers, is necessarily in arrears owing to the 
nature of the work . 
. With the exceptions above noted, the work of this Bureau is as nearly up to date 
as its character will permit. 
Six additional clerks were detailed to the Weather Bureau to assist in working up 
some of the matters above reported in arrears and reported there on the 4th instant. 
On the whole, it will be seen from the above statements that the business of this 
Depa~tment is not in ~rrears_ t? _any appreciable extent. Certain details, only, of the 
work m some of the rumor d1 v1s10ns are reported a few days or a few weeks behiud. 
The cause for this condition of affairs ~as been stated in each case, and in almost every 
cas~ t~e remedy has. already been applied. We conclude that with the appropriations 
asked m the last estimates all the business of this Department can be kept fully up to 
date in the future. 
Respectfully submitted. J. STERLING M0R1.'0N, 
Secretary. 
Hon . .ALEXANDER M. DOCKERY, 
Chairman of the Joint Commission of Congress to Inquire into the 
Laws Organizing the Executive Departments, Washington, IJ. O. 
CONDI'l'ION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPAR'l'M.EN'l'S. 
DEP ARTMEN'.l' OF LABOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, 
Washington, D. O., January 24, 1895. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge tbe receipt of yours of the ?4~h instant, 
and to iuform you that. none of the business of the Department _of Labor 1_s m 3:rrears. 
Thi Department does uot have routjne bnf-iness to attend tom C?nnect10n with t?e 
public, but collects facts, classifies them, and publishes the results m reports. AU its 
work i well in hand. 
I am, respectfully, CARROLL D. WRI~H~, 
Commissioner. 
Hon. ALEX. M. DOCKERY, M. C., . 
Chairman Joint Commission, etc., House of Repre~entati-ves • . 
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, 
Washington, D. 0., February 6, 18.95. 
SIR: In response to your telephonic request to be furnished with a statement o~ t~e 
condition of bu,:iuess in this Commission, showing whether any part of the same 1s m 
arrear , and if so, the extent thereof and the reasons therefor, you are informed that 
the work of the Commission is about twenty days in arrears. This is due to the recent 
extensions of the classified service made by the Presi(lent to about 6,000 additional 
place . The substitution of the Commission's own force for men detailed to it, made by 
Congress at its last session, in accordance with a reeomme11dation of your honorable 
body, increa ed by 50 per cent the efficiency of the Commission's force. If it bad not 
been for that substitution the Commission would have been absolutely unable to do the 
extra work imposed upon it by the extensions of the clas~ification. 
These extensions could not have been made or else would have been made under 
such imperfect supervision by the Commission that they would have amounted to but 
little. The mjdyear examinations at the large post-offices began yesterday. This 
means an immense increase of work for the Commission, and it is our aim to get other 
work done before the marking of these postal examinations begins. We ~hould have 
been able to do this, thanks to having got control of our own force through your body, 
had it not been for the extensions of the classified service. As it is, through the 
efficiency of the examiners and the constantly increasing amount of work they have 
been able to do sirn:e entirely under our control, we have done more than twice as 
much work as ever before in the same time, having been able to mark almost aJI the 
papers hitherto left to the local boards of examiners to mark, and yet we are still about 
twenty days behind. with an immense increase of·work about to take place. This 
increase con ists partly of the ordinary work in connection witlt the mid-year examina-
tions, but arises partly in connection with the examinations for the newly clasi--ified 
internal-revenue service. There will also have to Le much inspection work at the 
variou classified offices throughout the country, especially those newly classified. 
Thi will deplete the fund for traveling expenses and increase the work of the Com 
mi ion, as every examiner sent on inspection tour is necessarily withdrawn from the 
work at wa ~hing-ton. 
The force of the Commission is constantly increasing in efficiency, as the persons 
appointed since the Commission got control of its own force are getting used to their 
duties. The Commission is thus able to do its work with constant:iy increasing r~pidity 
and accuracy. evertbe]ess, the work is growing at an even greater rate. If the classi-
fied service had remained as it was last August, before .the Commission got control of 
its -own force, the Commi sion would have been abreast of its work and could have kept 
up with it, be ides doing many things which it would like to do, Put has been forced to 
leave undone, because it had to limit itself to taking up only the tasks that were abso-
lutely nece ary to be performed; but with tlie increase in the classification, the Com-
mission feels that in spite of all its efforts, it can not avoid falling somewhat behind 
during the ensuing yeRr while it has only its present force. Already some of the 
examiners are working- overtime iu order to keep the work from gettiug too far l.Jehind. 
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NO persons from other Depa~tment_s are now detailed to the Commission, and n~ 
n the Commission's force 1s detailed to another· Department, except that f01 person o . . C . . . 'd db t f h D t some highly technical exam_mat1~ns1the omm1ss10n 1s a~ e y exper s rom t e epar -
ruents in the marking. This assistance, however, constitutes less than 1 per cent of the 
examining work. 
Very respectfully, JORN R. PROCTOR_, 
President. 
Hon. A. M. DOCKERY, 
Oha-irman, Joint Commission of Congress, 
House of Representatives. 
FISH COMMISSION. 
UNITED STATES COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES, 
, Washington, D. C., January 30, 1895. 
Sm: In answer to your request of the 24th instant, asking for a statement as to 
the condition of the business of this Commission, etc., I beg to make the following 
repl~or the purpose of distributing the work of the Commission, other than that 
requiring the direct _attention of the Commissioner, three divisions_ h~ve been organiz~d: 
(1) Inquiry !~spectmg foo~-fishes; (2) fish culture,_an_d (3) stat1st1es of the_ fisheries. 
In these div1s10ns, as also m the office of the Comm1ss10ner, the current clerical work, 
such as correspondence, accounts, and distribution of publications, is cared for each 
day. To do this, however, owing to the limited clerical force, the posting of data often 
fails behind for a few weeks, but is brought up as soon as any abbreviation of current 
work permits. In other words, all the current business is practically kept up to date 
at all times. 
The investigations pertaining to the division of inquiry respecting food fishes are 
actively prosecuted to the fullest extent of the means provided, but lack of sufficient 
expert assistance has prevented the consummation of the inquiries as rapidly as is' 
considered desirable and the welfare of certain fishery interests demands. Excepting 
in this respect, the work of the division can not be considered in arrears. 
The work of the division of fish culture, so far as its clerical work is concerned, is, 
as before stated, up to date; so far as meeting all requests for fish for stocking waters, 
it is always behind, these requests aggregating in amount many times the possible pro-
duct of the Commission's stations. 
In the division of statistics the work is in an advanced state, and at no previous 
time has the condition, both of the field and office work, been more satisfactory. 
The publications of the Commission consist of two series, reports and bulletins. The 
bulletins are up to date, the final pages for that of the calendar year 1894 being about 
ready for the press. The last report issued is that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1892, although the manuscript of the report for the following year is about ready for 
transmission to the Public Printer. The reports of this Commission have always 
appeared from two to three years subsequent to the period of time covered by them. 
'l'his has been due to the fact of their including an account, not only of the work done 
but also of the results of such work, which could not be fully passed upon until aftef 
a ·study of the data, obtained, generally requiring some time for its completion. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. ALEX~ M. DOCKERY, 
HERBERT .A. GILL, Acting Commissioner. 
Chairman Joint Commission of Congress to Inquire into Laws 
Organizing Departments, etc., House of Representatives. 
s. Hop. u.::;2--5 
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!NTERST.A.TE COMMERCE COMMMISSION. 
lN'l.'ERST.A'l.'E COMMERCE COMMISSION, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRET.A.RY, 
Washington, January 25, 1895. 
DEAR SIR: In reply to your communication of the 24tll iustant, I have the honor 
to say tliat the Interstate Uommerce Commission is not in arrears with its work. 
Very respectfully, 
EDw. A. MOSELEY, Secretary. 
Hon. ALEX.ANDER M. DOCKERY, 
Ohairrnan Joint Committee, etc., 
House of Representatives, Washington~ D. O. 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC PRINTER, 
Washington, D. C., January 31, 1895. 
DEAR SIR: In reply to your telegram of the 21st instant, inquiring as to the con-
dition of the work of the Government Printing Office, and as to whether any part of same 
is in arrears, I have to state that the condition of the work of Government printing, a s 
it flows to this office, will not permit its execution in some cases at once, on account of 
the demands of more urgent current work and the lack of working facilities and space. 
Such delayed work is held until a later period in the year, and. at a time when there is 
less demand for hurried Congressional and departmental work, Such temporary delay 
of work is generally without detriment to the public service. 
The office, during the calendar year, practically met all the demands of the service 
in the matter of current printing. There is a considerable arrearage of work in the bindery 
division, occasioned necessarily by lack of working space and appropriations. This work 
in arrears is largely made up of the personal binding due individual Members of Con-
gress, the delay of which scarcely interferes with the public service. 
· There are a number of works in the office partly in type and partly in print, which 
have been delayed for years, owing to the failure of parties responsible for the same to 
furnish copy, or the failure of Cougress to direct the completion of work which had 
already been commenced. 
All orders in the matter of printing, where the copy is furnished complete, are exe-
cuted promptly and in ·order, with a view of meeting the most pressing and urgent 
demands of tlrn sendce. 
Respectfully, TH. E. BENEDICT, 
PubUc Printer. 
Hon. ALEXANDER DOCKERY, 
House of Representatives. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUi\IEIA, 
Washington, February 6, 1895. 
DEAR SIR: The Commissioners have the honor to make the following response to 
your request of the 24th ultimo, for a Rtatement whether the business of the offices and 
l>ureaus of the government of the District of Columbia is in arrears etc. 
Promptly upon receipt of your communication they notified' the heads of the 
District offices and bureaus to make immediate report on the subject of your inquiry. 
They have received replies to their notices and . herewith transmit them as the most 
sati. ·factory way in which to acquaint you with the information so obtained. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN w·. Ross, 
President Board of Commissioners, District of Columbia. 
Hon. A. M. DOCKERY, 
Ohairman Joint Commission, etc. 
CONDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 
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Washington, Feb1·uary 5, 1895. 
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G . With reference to the inquiry of Mr. Dockery, under date of the 24th _ultimo, as to 
EN?!'EMEfthe work of this office, I have to state that it is as nearly up to ~ate. as its character 
th_e co1Hl1~10n ~he resence of Congress always involves HD extra amou_nt of :Vork m d1_fferent stag~s of 
will per~it. d P •aeration Incidental to that work is the necessity for conferences with and hearings 
Pf.;hara\1~~:~n ~:UsJino- legisiation, which involves delay and interrnpts current work, in conseq~rnnce 
0 e .P1 matters 0are still in abeyance. The routine duties of tbe stenograph_ers are 3:lso mter-
~f ,~bic.t;t~ethe frequent requisition by the Cornmissiouers for their services at Learrngs a~d m attend• 
i~~e to '~~eir special correspondence, but it is believed that the work of the office as a whole 1s conducted 
with reasonable pro~ptness. WILLIAM TINDALL, 
Very respectfully, Secretary. 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS, 
Washington, January 28, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: Referring to the circular letter of t~e.Hon. Ale,x. M. pockery, chairman of the Joint 
Commission of Cono-ress to inquire into the laws orgamzmg the Executive Dep~rtments, _etc., dated ~m 
the 24th instant, requiring you to furnish said Commission with a statement of the a~aus of th~ Dis-
trict government, and pur~~ant to your, reques~ in the pre?JiSl:S·_ ~ h~~e the honor herewith to submit the 
followino- report of the affairs of the office of mspector of bmldmg8. . 
The° circular lett~r calls for a statement of the condition of this office, showing such parts as are m 
arrears, in what branches such arrears exist, the extent thereof, and the cause therefor. 
CONDITION. 
The personnel of this office is as follows: 
~ ~11~1c;fe~~fa~~i~~~f:e~t ~ ~:::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: .: : : : : : ~::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1 assistant inspector of buildingH .... - . - -- - - -.. -- - -- .. - .. - - - - . -- - - -. -- . - - - - . - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -~ - - -
1 assistant inspector of builcliugs ... - .. - -- - - - - -- - - _ - -- - _ -- - - . - - - - - . - - ... -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - --
1 inspector of elevators and fire escapes . - . - . - - - - -- - -.. - - -- - - - .. - - -. - ... -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- . : 
1 clerk . _ . ___ ............ _ .......... ___ .. __ •.. ____ -.... ____ .. _ . _ .... ______ . ____ .... _______ .. ___ _ 









The inspector of buildings is, in general, charged with the survey and inspection of all buildings 
and structures of every kind whatsoever, excepting United States Government buildings, within the 
District of Columbia; the enforcement of the building regularions and the issue thereunder of all 
permits, certificates, and notices; the custody .of all applicatious, plans, and notice8 submitted; the 
record of all violations of said building regulations, the prosecution of offenses thereunder, and all 
matters appertaining thereto; the examination of all buildings in course of erection, alteration, or 
repair, requiring the same in every particular to conform to law and safe construction; the examina-
tion of all buildings supposed or reported to be in a defective condition; the contlemnation of all 
buildings that are unsafe or unfit for habitation, and all matters arising therefrom; the supervision of 
the erection and location of all heating apparatus, machinery, boilers, engines, and elevators; the 
numbering of all buildings and changes therein; the immediate charge and supervision ()fall municipal 
buildings in course of erection, alteration, and repair; and such other duties arising ex officio as may, 
from time to time, be required of him by the Commissioners. · 
The chief clerk and architect, officially appointed as '' clerk," is charged, under supervision of the 
inspector of buildings, with the following duties: To write, personally, all applications for all appli-
cants for permits of every nature whatsoever; to examine all such applicants as to their intentions and 
to ascertain the correctness of their representations; to examine in minute detail all applications and 
plans for new buildings and structures, alterations and repairs, projections beyond building lines, 
vaults, terraces, etc., to ascertain that they conform to law and safe construction, suggesting proper 
changes when they do not; to write in duplicate all required permits; to prepare designs and drawings 
for all new municipal buildings and ali alterations and repairs to municipal buildings; to conduct such 
correspondence as, in the premises, may be necessary; to perform such other duties as may from time to 
time arise, an<l. in the absence of the inspector of buildings to act in his place and stead. · 
. Th~ assistant inspecto~s are charged, under- the supervi~ion of the i!lSJ)ector of buildings, with the 
mspect1on, and such supermtendence as the same may reqmre. of nll lrn1ld111o·s and structures in course 
of erection, alteration or repair, and all matters relating thereto, and of all ~xistinO' buildino-s whatso-
ever w~ich, within _t~e purvi~w ot the _building_ regulations, are liable to inspection, complaint, cun-
dernnat1011! o~· suspicion of bemg dufe_c~1ve. It 1s their duty to see that all things in the premises are 
brought w1thm =:t'nd c~n~form t~ the t1p1nt of the laws; to keep a record of their acts anll movements, to 
report tbe same m wr1 trng, ano to cnnduct such correspondence and to serve personally such notices as 
may be incident to the execution of \heir duties. 
The inspecto; of elev:1tors ana. fire escapes is charged with the inspection of all elevators, fire. 
escapes, the location of bo1~~rs, engines, machinery, pla11ts requiring special licenses, and such other 
fe:1tnre~ of a ~ec~rno-mechamcal 1;1-atme _as come within_ the jurisdiction of the inspector of buildings. 
His duties, w1thm the scope of his spP.cialty, are coordmate with those of the assistant inspectors. 
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The clerk is tbe sole accountant and registrar of the office, and he i; likewise burdened with_ such 
of the ruultifariou clerical work of the office as can not be performed by the chief clerk and archi~ect. 
The me senger is the janitor of the office, messenger, and driver of the building inspector's carnage 
when out on official business. 
JURISDICTION. 
The jurisdiction of ~hi~ office, cont~mplated by _the building regulations, comprises the entire 
District of Columbia, the mc1deuts of which may be briefly stated thus: 
t~i~~!i~~~~~~-~ii~~):::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~=::::: 27~b?gg 
Number of habitable buildings assessed for taxation ( exclm,ive of stables, outbuildings, and 
sheds) •••••••••••• __ ••••• _ •••••• __________________________ • ___ ••• _ •••• __ •••••• _ ••••• _ • • • 50, 000 
GENERAL CONDITION. 
As to the general _conditio1;1 of this office reference is hereby r~spe~tfully m3'.tle ~o the arnual report 
of the inspector of bmldings for the fi.i:;cal year 1893-94. The s1tuat1on remams m statu quo, except 
that the work upon new municipal bnildings and alterations to old ones commenced subsequent to that 
time is being vigorously and effectively prosecuted to a near completion. . 
In order to conceive an intelligent idea of the actual condition of any branch of a municipal gov-
•rnment, it is necessary to scrutinize the same by the light of comparison with similar departments of 
other municipalities. 
In this connection it is to be regretted that the limited time allowed for the preparation of this 
report precludes the accumulation of the exact statistics wherewith to compare this office with its con-
temporaries in other cities. _H~wever, a few authentic fi~ures are at hand_wh_ich W:ill suffic~. . 
A comparison of the hmldmg department of Washmgton and the D1stnct of Columlna with ~hat 
of three repre entatlve cities similarly situated, reveals the following as to th~ inspection·of buildrn.gs 
in these respective cities: 
City. Population. 
.Area Number of Nof1;1~eblder 
in square b . d " 
miles. ml ings. inspectors. 
Lonclon .••••••••••...•••..........•..•..• .-..••••.......•. ...........•..•••.. 
Vienna ... . ......••..........................................•...•.••....... 
New York City ...............................•...................••.•••••. 














In view of the foregoing table and of the we11 -known statistics of other cities in the United States 
and En rope, the lrnildiug inspection department of the Capital of the United States, the most en1ightened 
of nations, suffers such humiliating disparagement, that the less said about it the better. No comments 
are needed. 
ARREARS. 
In matters relatincr to the administration of the office details, irrespective of field work: it is 
possible to keep the wor]c well in hand with seldom more than the accumulation of a week's arrears. 
This, however, is clue to the fact that the building industries of the District have, during the past 
eighteen months, subsided to a state of stagnation. Should there at any time be a revival of those 
industries proportionate to the size and enterprise of Washington, this clerical and examining force, 
already taxed to its utmost, wonlu be overwhelmed as by a tidal wave. 
_Th_e. iusp~ctor. of 01;1-ildings, en~r?ss~d. with the supervision of municipal building·s and the 
mult1phc1ty of details which the quas1 -Jucl1cial nature of his office makes incumbent upon his time and 
judgment, can not of necessity find honrs enough in the day to do more. 
T~e on ~side or field work of inspection, except in technical matters, therefore, necessarily devolves 
upon h1s assistants. 
The range of these two assistant inspectors extends over 69.22 square miles of territory and 
embraces 50,000 habitable buildings, exclusive of stables, outbuildincrs and sheds. During the last 
fiscal year, a year of general deprei:;i:;ion, in addition to this general territorv there was for their partic-
ular in pection the following new work- ~' 
~ ew buildings ......... ___ .... ___ ...... ___ ... _. _. ___ . _. _ ........... ____ . _ .... _ .... _ ... _____ •••. 
Alterations and repairs ........ -.- .... _ ............... __ ........ _ .............. _ ......... _. _____ _ 
heels ......................... _ ........ _ ............. _ ........ _ ........... _ ......... _ ...•..•... 
Railings .....•.••. ______ .... ______ . __ . ____ .... __ .. _ .. __ ...... ____ ...... _ ........ __ .. _. __ ... ___ • 






Total ....••...................... _ .. _. __ .. ____ . __ .. __ . _ .... _. __ . _ . __ ........ ____ ... _ ... 2, 961 
reqniring from one _to a_ man! visits .a~ each particular case required. All of which was exclusive of 
the m~meron~ exao.~mat1ons of obs~ruct1ons aud petty violations of tbfl regulations. 
1 b~ :1As1stant lllsp ctors of_ this office have ever evincecl au abject devotion to their dnty and have 
doubly fulfilled ~h -1:1ea. nre of1t. Therefore, if the :field is tenfold too laro·e for this force to cope witb, 
then the reason 1s as patent as the remedy is simple. Inspectors are not ubi<1uitons nor have they power 
to multipl,Y themselves. • 
Thi subject has been ably, forcibly, and annually referred to for the past decade in the annual 
~eports and estimates of the Commissioners to Congress, and the same has by Congress been annually 
1gnored. ' ' 
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EXTENT OF ARREARS. 
t f the arreara()'e ispureiy a matter for conj ecture. The elem~nt of duty ~mn_not enter 
. 7:'he ~~t~u ~ce is confroutod by a condition for which it is not res1,ons1b_le ancl wlnch it ca,n nut 
mto it. /!~~ ihe limit of human possihility as exemplitkd by the noite~l e:x:ert10ns of _the employees _o_f 
al~er. G to be i;uhtracted from tlie province asRigne<l them by the hmldrng regnlat1on_s, _and ~he d1t-
~his offi':ill show the arrearage. It is too intangible to he rneas~n·ed aml compnt~d, bu_t it 1s evidenced 
;;~:
1f~ue to time by appalling disasters, which supply our hospitals and cemet~nes with mangled and 
charre<l humanity. JNO. B. BRADY, 
Very respectfully, Inspector of Buildings. 
The COMMISSIONER OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
WASHINGTON·, D. c., January 27, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your inquiry of the 24th instant, asking for inform_ation afi to whethe~ or 
not any of the work of this office is in arrears, I have the honor to report ~hat w~~h n!y present cler1cal 
force I am able to keep up with the routine work · only. The work of my office 1s very heavy _and 
increaRes with the yearly increase of appropriations. I have repeatedly recommended that I be given 
an additional clerk, with which I would then be able to keep my work up to date. 
Very respectfully, 
lt. 0. BECKETT, Property Clerk. 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER COMMISSIONER, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Washington, February 5, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: In answer to the circular · 1etter of Hon. A. M. Dockery, I have the honor to state 
that current work under my offic~ is practicall)7 up to date, but I am unable to nse the harbor boat 
when the river is frozen, as at present, consequent.ly work which should be attended to has to be post-
poned until the ice leaves the river. 
Respectfully submitted. J. R. SUTTON, 
Harbor Master. 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
OFFICE OF THE ASSESSOR, DISTRICT OF CotUMBlA, 
Washington, Janua1·y 26, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: In response to your request for immecliate report as to the condition of the business of 
this office, as called for by Hon. A. M. Dockery, chairman of Joint Commission, etc., it gives me pleas-
ure to say that the routine work of this office is up to date, as it necessarily must be for the accommo-
dation of the public, even if the employees have to work for its accomplishment at times not prescribed 
by the regulations of the Commissioners, which has Leen the case for two or three years past, caused 
by a great increase in the work, without a corresponding increase in the clerical force. 
Any decrease in the present force would be disastrous. A reasonable increase would undoubtedly 
be beneficial in giving better opportunity for prompt responses to the demands of the public and keep-
ing the books and records free from mistakes and errors which are liable to occur as a result of hurry 
and insufficiency of competetent help. This continual strain of extra work should not be required, and 
if relieved, a better and more creditable service would be the result. 
Very respectfully, MATTHEW TRIMBLE, Assessor. 
The COMMISSIONERS. 
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DIVISION, ,Tanuary 28, 1895. 
The work of this office is as near to date as is possible. It can not be consider ed as in arrears to 
any extent. 
WM. OSCAR ROOME, 
Special Assessment Cle;rk, District of Coh1,mbia. 
OFFICE OF COLLECTOR OF TAXES, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Washington, Janua1·y 26, 1895. 
. GENTL~M~N: In reply to the comm~mication of the Honorable A. M. Dockery, chairman of the 
Jomt Connmss~on, e~c.? I beg to say tbat mall s~asons the counter work of this office must be kept up. 
but to accomplI~b this 1t has been neces_sary for the force to work after hours for weeks at the time. 
January, E ebruary, and March Lerng months wheu the business of the office is slack the time is 
utilized for the _Purpose of bri~ging up to d_ate snch work as has accumulated during th~ very busy 
months, and_ which could not w1_th the :-;mall force of the office be disposed of promptly. 
Pos,tpomng the payment of the :fir~t half of t~e tax for 1895, _uue in November, 1894, until May, 
1895, m,tter1alJy decrease°: the W?rk ot the offi~e for tlie first half of the present fis cal year, and bas 
flnabled us to devote the time which has heretofore been taken up exclusively m the collection of the 
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semiannual tax to the routine duties of the office; in consequence we are far in advance of other yeara 
with our work. The preparation of the list for advertising delinquent property is well advanced, 
r ports to the Treasury Department are all completed to Novemuer, 1894, and other work of the offic6 
well up. · 
ery respectful1y, E.G. DAVIS, 
Collect01· of Taxes District of Columbia. 
The COMMISSION1£RS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Washington., Janua1·y 31, 1895. 
GE TLEl\fEN: I have the honor to submit the following report as to the condition of this office in 
respect to the inquiry contained in the circular letter of the 24th instant of the Hon. A. M. Dockery, 
chairman of the joint commission of Congress, referred to me on the 26th instant. 
The recent law requiring the accounts of the Commissioners to be rendered monthly has been com-
plied with, the vouchers for December, 1894, being now in the hands of the Auditor for the State and 
other Departments. 
The revenue collection and deposit account, which is kept in monthly periods, has been compared 
with the books of the Treasury and proved to the first of the present month. 
The work of comparing the coupons detached from receipted tax Lills with the daily report of 
moneys received and deposited in the Treasury by the collector of taxes, wllich constitutes a daily audit 
of his ca h account, is up to date. 
The examination of the tax ledgers for the discovery and correction of errors in posting individual 
accounts and the verification of the footings so as to show the true amount of the tax levy, which was 
uspended upon the transfer of the clerk in charge to duty as disbursing clerk, was resumed in Septem-
ber last with the aid of the additional clerk authorized by the act of August 7, 1894, and is progressing 
satisfactorily. 
All books of record, except one general ledger which is needed only for occasional reference, are 
posted so as to meet the requirements of current business. 
Nearly 2,000 claims have been acted upon in the last two months-a record unequaled in the 
history of the office. By dint of extra effort, involving frequent night work on the part of the audit 
clerks, all requests for special action have been met, and although a considerable number of claims, 
not of an urgent character, await consideration, it is believed that upon occasion this branch of the 
work might be brongbt to date within a week. 
Under previous .Boards of Commissioners claims were audited and checks drawn therefor for which 
no claimants have appeared. The money to meet tllese checks is on deposit with the Treasurer of the 
nited States, and corresponding balances appear in the accounts of the Commissioners aforesaid. 
Several attempts have been made heretofore to close these accounts, but douuts arising as to the extent 
of the authority of the accounting offi"cers in the premises, they have for this reason remained unadjusted; 
Lnt under the act of July 31, 1894, the matter seems no longer open to question, and steps have accord-
ingly been taken recently to cancel all unpaid checks issued prior to March 1, 1893, and cover the 
balances represented thereb~ into the Treasury. -
I may say in a general way that the office is in good working condition. 
Very respectfnlly, J. T. P1<;TTY, 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
.Audit01· District of Columbia. 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Walihington, Feb1·uary 2, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of a letter addressed by Hon. 
Alex. M. Dockery, chairman Joint Commission, etc., to the president of the Hoard of Commissioners 
r questin~ information as to the condition of business in the several bureaus of the District Govern~ 
ment, which you sent me with a request for immediate report as to the condit,ion of the business of my 
office. 
In reply I have to say that, although my force is inadequate, the business of the office, I believe, is 
np to date. 
Very re~pl'ctfnlly, s. T. THOMAS, 
The COMl\Il 'SIONERS. 
Att01·ney District of Columbia. 
OFFICE OF THE ConmmR; 
Washington, D. C., Jannary 30, 1895. 
GE TLm,rn : I have the ho:J?.or_ to acknowledge the receipt of your communication inclosing the 
request of Mr. J?ockery to Com~mss1oner Ross. In reS{)onse to which I can say that the work of the 
oroner's offi e 1s u_p t~ date,_ or m sue~ a condition that I am prepared to furnish an itemized statement 
at, a very short not1ce_1f <lesue~. I will also state that the work of this office has been very· lleavy for 
the seven m()uth expired of this :fiscal year, and should it continue at this same ratio the appropriation 
for this ollice will not hold out, even with the strictest economy. 
Yours, very respectfully, C. M. liAMMET1', M. D., 
Coroner. 
The ,COl\a1ISSIO:J!..'ERS. 
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EA.STERN MARKET, 
Washington, D. C., January 29, 1895. 
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. er to our re uest for a report as to the condition of the bus~ness of the_E::tstern 
IRS· In answh i have t£e honor to report that all rents of whatsoever kmd appertammg to, 
l\larket nnder my c a,rge, . 
this market have been paid up in full to 1st mstant. . B. F. GRAHAM, 
Yours, respectfully, Market Master, Eastern Market. 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
GEORGETOWN MARKET, 
Georgetown, January 29, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to inform you that the Georg~town ;Market_ is in go_od condition, 
and that the dealers occupying stands therein are ver,y prompt m paymg their rents m advance. 
I would also state that there is no back rent owmg. ' 
Very respectfully, W. H. WILLIAMS, Market Master. 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
WESTERN MARKET, 
Washington, D. C., January 28, 1895. 
In reply to the communication of the Hon. Alex. Dockery, I would respectfully state that the lrnsi-
ness affairs of this market are up to date. 
Rmipectfully submitted. J. ELDRIDGE BURNS, 
· · Market Master, Western Market. 
Hon. JOHN W. Ross, Cornmissioner. 
Qjj'FICE OF SUPERINTENDENT TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SERVICE, 
, Washi-r1gton, D. C., Pebruary:5, 1895. 
I have the honor to state, touching the inquiry submitted by Hon. A. M. Dockery, January 24, 
1895, that no part of the clerical business of this department is in arrears. A~ a matt~r of fact, onr 
telegraph and telephone operators _ar~ obliged, b_y the nature and character of t~e busmess, to keep 
their recor<ls up to date, and no deviat10n from this course could or would be permitted. 
Respectfully, 
HENRY R. MILES, 
Superintendent Telegraph and Telephone Service. 
Hon. COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUi\1BIA. 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Washington, January 28, 1895. 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your letter of the 24th instant, inquiring whether any part of the busi-
ness of this office is in arrears, I have the honor to inform you that all of the work undertaken is at 
present up to date. · 
The force of inspectors is such that this department is not able to make a house-to-house inspection 
even as often as once a year, and such inspection is therefore not undertaken. It is properly a part of 
our work, and should be provided for, so that nuisances may be abated before they become so objection-
able as to render it necessary for some citizen to send in a compla.int to this offi ce, as is the case at 
present. 
Owing to the absence of a bacteriological laboratory, this department has to depend for examina-
tions of that character upon the already overburdened laboratories attached to the Army, Navy, and 
Marine-Hospital Service located in this District, and upon the courtesy .of. the Georgetown Medical 
School which has kindly allowed us the use of its laboratory. It is, therefore, necessary for us to limit 
the amount of this work so as to make it conform to the capacity of these laboratories. 
Owing to the small appropriation for the enforcement of the law to prevent the spread of scarlet 
fever and diphtheria in this District, the disinfection of infected houses has to be entrusted to their 
occupants, who are in many cases too ignorant to properly understand what shonld be done, and even 
in a greater number of cases are not sufficiently skilled in the methods to be employed to secure satis-
factory results. This work is properly a part of the work of this department, and should be done by 
men in its employ. 
Very respectfully, WM. C. WOODWARD, M. D., 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Hea,lth Officer. 
WASHINGTON ASYLUM, 
Washington, D. C., January 28, 1895. 
. GENTLE~EN: In. re_Ply to. the_ request of the Honoral;>l~ Ale~. M. _Dockery, chairman Joint Commis-
sion, etc., askmg for mformat1on m reference to the condition of busmess of the District government I 
beg leave to state that the work of this institution is up to date. ' 
Very respectfully, . w. H. STOUTENBURGH, 
The COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
· Intendant. 
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STREET AND ALLEY CLEANING DEPARTMENT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Washington, D. C., January 29, 1895. 
, rn: In comnli:rnce with your directions, appen<led to copy of circnlar letter from Hon. Alex. M. 
ock -n· cbairruU:-n Joint Comlllission, etc., under date of 24th instant, I have tlie _1wn_or to report that 
tbe 1,n -'i~e. s of the street and alley cleaning service is up to date, no part same berng rn arre<1n,. 
Very respectfully, 
A. G. MCKENSIE, Superintendent. 
Hon. Jon ' W. Ross, 
P,•~sident JJuard of Co111,missior1crs, District of Columbia. 
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER COMMISSIONER, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
. Washington, February 5, 1895. 
The work of the offices of the superintendent of streets, superin~endent of county. roads, co?I-
puting engineer, engineer ?f bridges, i_nspector of asphalt and ce!Ilent, 1_nspector of plnn_i umg, sup~rrn-
temlen t of pr11perty, supenntendeut of sewers, and re_cord office 1s not 1n arrears. Dunng busy times 
the work falls uebind, more or less, from lack of sufficient force. . 
Tb office work of the parking service is not in arrears, although the fieldwork throughout ~he city 
is gr atly behind on account of insufficient appropriations for its maintenance and proper extemnon. 
In the revenue and inspeution branch of the water department the present force of clerks and 
in. pectors is entirely inadequate to perform the duty properly. The entire force of this office is 
one-third less than when there were 10,000 water takers; there are now nearly 44,000. . 
In the distribution branch of the water department the office work is up to date with the followmg 
exceptions: Tlie daily report book, water ma,in book, and weekly report of work done are in arrears, 
re pe<'tively, three months, seven months, and one year. This condition results from a large increase in 
tbe clerical work, arising from the extension of the high service system of water distribution, and 
changing mains, pipes, etc., for the street railroads. 
::Jtreet lirJltfing.-As regards the inspection of the street lighting service that work is in arrears so 
far as a complde, thorough, and systematic inspection is concerned. The office records, while not in 
arrears, are not AO complete as they shonld be. No cl~rk is provided. It is often necessary to call upon 
the inspecton; for assistance in the day time; all this must necessarily be at the expense of the regular 
night inspection. The services of a clerk are absolutely reqnired. 
l'errnit o.f!ice and employment registry.-All work of this office is up to date. It is <lesired to increase 
the work of this office, which ought to be done for the public interest, but such increase is impracti-
cable on account of insufficient force. 
Plc,n of highway extensions.-The work is greatly behind on account of inadequate appropriations 
for neressary and satisfactory progress. 
Office of inspector of gas and mete1·s.-The determinations of the illuminating power and purity of the 
gas at the additional laboratories bas largely increased the work of this office. The recommendation 
that a suitaule person be appointed to assist in the work of laboratories and perform clerical services 
is again renewed Ly the inspector. 
CHAS. F. POWELL, 
Comniissioner District of Columbia. 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDRNT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 
Washington, D. C., January 28, 1895. 
GENTLRl\rnN: I bnve tl1e l10nor to report that the work of this office is up to date. 
Ver,v respectf'nlly, 
The COl\l:.\USSIONERS OI!' THE DISTRICT OF COLUMilIA. 
N. P. GAGE, Acting Superintendent. 
OFFICE 01!' MAJOR A.ND SUPERINTENDENT METROPOLITAN POLICE, 
Janua1·y 26, 1895. 
Respertfnlly returned with the report that the work of this office is not in arrears, notwithstanding 
the fact that only two clerks :uul on"'. stenographer are allower1 by law to this department. It is true, 
however, that to keep up the work 1t has been necessary to detail four policemen to assist in office 
duty. 
WM. G. MOORE, 
Major and Superintendent Metropolitan Police. 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 01!' CHARITms, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA., 
Wasl1ingto11, D. C., January 26, 1895. 
SIR: Your circnlar1 tran~mitting the request of the joint committee of Congress, of which Hon. 
Alexander M. Dockery 1s chairman, for a statement of the condition of business sbowino- whether any 
part thereof is in arrears, is just received. ' 0 
I respectfully report: The clerical work of this office is not in arrears. Two ma,tters of reference 
requfring report are not yet acted npon. but will be d·it1posed of in a few days. With these exceptions 
there arn no arrears in business that has reached this office. 
CONDITION OF BUSJNBSS IN THE DEPARTMENTS. 41 
Of the 29 quarterly reports of charitable and r_eformatory institutions and associations due for the 
uarter ended December 31, 1894, 27 have Leen received. 4 Of the 25 separate quarterly financial statements, with _accounts current ~nd vouche_r~, _of such 
organizations, 23 have been receiYed, examined, ~nd. tru~sm1tted af~er correct101;1. Req~1s1t!o~s f~r 
quarterly parts of annnal appropriations for all rnstitut1ons and boards, for which app1opria110n 11:.1 
macle have Leen received and acted upon. . . . 
The outstanding reports and accounts, for the delay of which explanat10n has been made, will be 
disposAd. of at once. . . d · · h · · All reports and statements called for by Congresswnal, Departmental, an District aut or1tres 
have been maclt,. . . . . . . 
In general, there is no busin~ss of the supermtendency m arrears beyond the time necessary to 
complete ordinary current transactions. 
Yours, respectfully, 
Dr. WILLIAM TINDALL, 
Secretary Board of Commissioners. 
JOHN TRACEY, 
Supe1'intendent of Charities, Dist1'ict of Columbia. 
N.A.'.l.'IONAL MUSEUM. 
SMI1'HSONIA.N INSTITUTION, 
Washington, JJ. 0., February 6, 1895. 
Sm: In response to your letter of january 24, asking for a statement of the condi-
tion of lmsiness in the National Museum, and whether any part of the Rame is in arrears, 
I have the honor to say that all current work is and always has been kept promptly up 
to date, and that in no department can it be said that the work is in arrears, although 
to accomplish this result it has been necessary to ask :many of the employees to work 
extra hours without compensation. I am · speaking, of course, of the routine work of 
the Museum, which corresponds to the ordinary work of the Executive Departments. 
The work of the scientific staff, which is engaged in the development of the Museum 
and in the utilization of its treasures for public instruction and for the advantage of 
educational institutions throughout the country, is not going ahead so rapidly as might 
be deRired, owing to the fact that the reduction in the appropriations in 1893 made it 
necessary to considerably reduce the number of persons ~mployed in this work, and also 
to the interruption caused by preparations for the great Exposition at Chicago. It is 
going forward satisfactorily, however, though much more could be done if it were pos-
sible to employ a larger number of expert assistants. Help of this kind is especially 
needed to carry on more rapidly the separation of the duplicate specimens from the 
collections, and their identification and classification for the purpose of distributing 
them to public institutions in accordance with the authority granted by law, and also 
for .purposes of exchange with museums in other countries . . 
I am, sir, yours, very respectfully, S. P. LANGLEY 
Hon • .ALEXANDER M. DoOKERY, 
Ohairma.n Joint Commission, etc., House of Representatives, 
S. Rep. 2-31 
0 
Secretary. 
